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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the intrinsic structure of (split) real flag varieties and
relationships with total positivity for reductive algebraic groups. In the first two
chapters we study intersections of real Bruhat cells. Our main result is a combinatorial
parameterization of the connected components of the intersection of two opposed big
cells. We also give a formula for the Euler characteristic of the intersection of two
general Bruhat cells.
The remaining chapters are related to Lusztig's theory of total positivity for re-
ductive algebraic groups. In Chapter 3 we study the infinitesimal cone of the totally
nonnegative semigroup in a reductive group using the canonical basis of the adjoint
representation. Then the intersections of Bruhat cells from the earlier chapters are
shown to induce an algebraic cell decomposition on the totally nonnegative part of
the flag variety. We conjecture a description of these cells in terms of canonical bases,
generalizing Lusztig's characterization of the totally positive part of the flag variety.
Finally we prove a characterization of the totally positive part of a partial flag variety
in terms of canonical bases.
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Introduction
Let G be a reductive, connected, linear algebraic group over C, split over R.
We identify G and all related varieties with their real-valued points. Most of
this thesis is concerned in some way with the structure of the real flag variety B
associated to G. Any choice of Borel subgroup B gives rise to a cell decomposition
of B known as the Bruhat decomposition. It is simply the partition of B into
B-orbits. The cells in this decomposition are parameterized by the Weyl group
W, and the length of a Weyl group element corresponds to the dimension of
the associated cell. In particular, any Bruhat decomposition has a unique open
Bruhat cell corresponding to the longest element in the Weyl group. It is usually
referred to as the 'big cell'.
We choose a pair of Borel subgroups (B + , B-), that are opposed to one an-
other, that is, their intersection is an (algebraic) torus T. The first two chapters
deal with the intersection B* of the big cells corresponding to B + and B- in
the real flag variety. Not much is known about the topology of this variety. We
address the problem of computing the number of connected components of B*,
which was first posed by Arnold [A] for type A. We give a combinatorial pa-
rameterization for the connected components of this variety. The first chapter is
based on [R2] and treats types A and D. In Chapter 2 the result is extended to
all types with a different proof. This proof relies on recent results of Berenstein
and Zelevinsky on parameterizations of totally positive matrices [BZ]. We also
give a formula for the Euler characteristic of the intersection of two Bruhat cells
(not necessarily opposed, or big cells). With these results we can show that the
connected components of the intersection of two opposed big cells in type G2 are
not all contractible.
In Chapter 3 we introduce the totally nonnegative semigroup of a reductive
algebraic group G, as defined in this generality by Lusztig in [Lu4]. Classically,
the totally nonnegative subsemigroup of GL, consists of all matrices with only
nonnegative minors. A result of Loewner's [Loe] (for GL,) implies that the
infinitesimal cone of this semigroup consists of all Jacobi matrices with nonneg-
ative entries above and below the main diagonal. We extend Loewner's result to
this more general setting.
In Chapter 4 we study the nonnegative part of the flag variety associated
to G. We prove that it has an algebraic cell decomposition where each cell is a
connected component of an intersection of two opposed Bruhat cells. This cell
decomposition was first conjectured by Lusztig in [Lu4]. We also describe its
analogue for partial flag varieties. Next we show that the totally positive part of
the flag variety actually lies in the intersection of not just the big cells for B + and
B-, but of all the big cells stable under translation by T (that is IWI many). We
give a conjecture on how this result and Lusztig's characterization of the totally
positive part of the flag variety in terms of canonical bases should generalize to
the other cells in the cell decomposition. Finally we prove a characterization of
the totally positive part of a partial flag variety in terms of canonical bases. This
result was first proved under some constraints by Lusztig in [Lu8]. We present
a different proof here which gives the complete result.
The chapters of this thesis are roughly based on the papers [R2], [R3], [R1]
and [R4], in that order (and with some added sections in Chapter 4). As a
consequence each chapter can be read independently of the others.
CHAPTER 1
Intersections of opposed
big cells in types A and D.
1. Preliminaries
Let G be a reductive, simply laced, linear algebraic group over C, split over
R. Fix an R-split maximal torus T in G and a pair of opposed Borel subgroups,
B+ and B-, containing T. We identify G and all related varieties with their
sets of R-rational points. And we write R* for RI \ {0}.
Let the variety of all Borel subgroups of G be denoted by B. The group
G acts on B by conjugation, and the conjugate of B E B by x E G will be
denoted by x - B. We identify the Weyl group W of G with the set of G-orbits
in B x B under the diagonal action. If w E W = Normalizer(T)/T then the
corresponding orbit is represented by (B-,w zb B-), where zb is a representative
of w in Normalizer(T). We write
B 1 w- B 2
if (B 1, B 2 ) lies in the orbit associated to w. Let wo denote the longest element
of W.
DEFINITION. Let B* denote the intersection of two opposed big cells
B* = (B-wo . B-) n (B + bo - B + ).
B* is an open subvariety of B. It can also be described as
B*= {BeBIB- "oB -wB+}.
We aim to express the number of connected components of this variety com-
binatorially, as the number of connected components of a graph.
2. Construction of the graph
Let I be an indexing set for the set of simple roots {ai i E I} (respectively
the simple reflections {sili E I}). Denote by I the set of reduced expressions of
wo. We abbreviate the reduced expression sil si 2 ... si, by i = (il,..., in). We
define a graph (1', S) as follows.
Let the set of vertices be given by:
I' = I x {±l}.
Two vertices (i, s) and (i', s') are connected by an edge in $ if one of the following
holds.
1. i' is obtained from i = (i l ,..., in) by interchanging two consecutive in-
dices ik,ik+1 (where ,Sikik+l = sik+lSik), and s' is obtained from s by
interchanging the entries in positions k and k + 1.
2. i' is obtained from i by replacing three consecutive indices ik-1 = i, =
j, ik+1 = i ( where sisjsi = sjssis ) by j,i,j and s' is obtained from s by
replacing the entries Ok-l, Ok, 7k+l of s in positions k - 1, k and k + 1 by
'k-1 , 0 1 according to one
illustration). Let E {+-1}.
- If (ok-1, Ok, k+1) = (E, , )
- If (uk-1,Uk,o-k+1) = ( -, - F,c)
- If (ok-1,ok, ok+l) = (E, -E, -E)
- If (o-k-1, -k, k+1) = (E, , -E)
of the following rules (see Figure 1 for an
then ( ',a,'+1)
then (ao' -~ , ' +1
then (a _l, o,O'+ 1 )
or (o-l,ok-,o1 l)
or o'
then (a o, 'k, +1)
or (al , , +1)O'(k-liakiak+ l
(--, I, c).(e, --, -- €)
(- -c,€, ).
We propose to show the following.
2.1 PROPOSITION. If G is of type A or D then the number of connected
components of B* coincides with the number of connected components of the
graph (I', 9).
3. Some preparatory lemmas
Let (T,B+,B-,zi,yi;i E I) be a pinning of G (see [Lu4]). That is, T,
B +, B- and I are as above. The xi and yi are embeddings xi : R --, U+ and
yi : R - U- into the unipotent radicals U+ and U- of B + respectively B-.
And
b 10 y i(b), ( c0 c-1 V(C)
defines a homomorphism SL 2 R -- Gi = Centralizer(Ker(aci)), where a' is the
coroot corresponding to ci.
( 1 a)
In this chapter we will always take ji := yi(1)xi(-1)yi(1) as representative
of si. We begin with some preliminary notes. The following lemma is easily
verified.
3.1 LEMMA.
B- -B- = x(a) -B-I a O} UL B-).
3.2 COROLLARY. Fix a reduced expression (i 1 ,..., iN) of w E W. Any
B E B-z - B- can be written uniquely in the form
B = Zl... ZN B- where zk { xik(a), some a E R*
or sik.
PROOF. By properties of the Bruhat decomposition, there is a unique se-
quence of Borel subgroups (Bj) such that
B- - Bi - B 2  .  BN = B.
Lemma 3.1 implies that B 1 = z -• B- with z, either equal to si or to xi, (a), for
some a E R*. By induction assume Bk = ..1 " k B- ' + Bk+l. Then
B- zk-1 Zk  . 1 Bk+1 = Zk+l . B-
with Zk+1 as desired, again by the lemma. So Bk+1 = z ... Zk+1 - B-, which
proves the corollary. O
For each reduced expression i = (il,... ,i ) of wo we have a map
i :(R*)f" B*
(al,...,an) + xil(aXazi2 2)... in (an). B-.
The restriction of this map to (R>o)n was studied by Lusztig in [Lu4]. Just as
there we have that qi is an open immersion. We define Ui := Image(oi). Our
intermediate goal is to show that UJi Ui has complement of codimension > 2 in
B*.
For i as above and k = 1,..., n, we define an (n - 1)-dimensional subvariety
in B-zbo - B- by
-ik := B = Z1 Z2 ... zn B- I allz j = ij or xi, (a), some a E R*, and zk = Sik}.
Then the complement of Ui in B* can be expressed as the union
Vi: U 'ik n B*.
k=1
3.3 LEMMA. -i,k n3* has codimension > 2 in LB* if and only if for all h > k
we have ih $ ik.
PROOF. Set i = ik. Let B = zi ... Xik-liXk+l ... Xin . B- H Ni,k, where
xij stands for xi, (a), with some (unspecified) a E R*. Suppose sisjsi = sjsisj.
Then one can verify the following identities.
jixj(ab) = xj(b)xi(a)xj(-b)xi(-a)2i,
and .ixi(a)xj(b) = xj(ab)&ixj(b)xi(a) for all a, b E IR.
We get
(*) sixj(c) E U+-i and sixi(c)xj(d) E U+sixi(c).
We will also use the identities
yi(a)si = sixi(-a),(**)
yi(a)xi(-a- 1 )yi(a) = .i-a(a) for a A 0,
where a• :IR* -* T is the coroot associated to ai.
( ~- ) If there is no h > k with ih = i then (*) implies that B = xi" B-,
for some x E U+. So B = xhiTho -B+, that is B+ wOs') B. Therefore B ý B*
and 7 1 i,k n B* has codimension > 2.
( -== ) If there is some h > k with ih = i then (*) implies that B =
x.ixi(a) - B- for some a IER* and x E U + .Using (**) twice we get
B = xAiix(a) - B- = xyi(-a)Ai - B- = xxi(-a-') - B- wo- B + .
Therefore B E B* and 7Hi,k n B" has dimension n - 1, so codimension 1 in B*.0
3.4 REMARK. If i' is obtained from i by interchanging the consecutive in-
dices ik-1, ik, where Sik-lik = SikSi_-1, then clearly 7-i,k = 'Hi,,k-1.
Now suppose sisjs i = sjsisj and i' is obtained from i = (il,...,in) by
replacing ik-2 = i, ik-1 = j, ik = i by j,i,j. Consider the dense open subset of
Hi,k consisting of all elements of the form B = z ... zk-3xi(a)xj(b)siZk+1 ... zn
B- where a, b 5 0 and each zj = si, or xi,(c), for some c E JR*. Then we use the
formula
xi(a)xj(b)Asi xj(b)Aixj(-ab)yi(-a),
which can be verified in SL 3. It follows that
B- kz I  x(a)xj(b). B- z•z ... xj(b)Aixj(-ab) - B- k+ "'Bn
By Corollary 3.2 we get B = zl -zk_ 3xj(b)sixj(-ab)zk+1 ... z, B- (for differ-
ent Zk+1, ... z n) and B lies in 7 i',k-1. Therefore 7i,k essentially equals Ki',k-1.
More precisely, we have that the complement in Hi,k of Hi,k n 7 -(i',k-1 has codi-
mension > 2 in B*.
4. Sequences of reduced expressions
Consider a sequence of reduced expressions i = i, i2 ... , i m each related to
the previous one by a braid relation, and write ii = (it,... , ). We say that
k E {1,...,n} is a left initial position in i if ik = ,k+1 = j,ikk+2 = i and
sisjsi = sjSiSj. Starting with a fixed k = kI we define a sequence of r _ m
indices k1, k2,... kr recursively by the following rules.
(0) If ki is a left initial position for i' then stop. End the sequence with kt.
(1) If it+ 1 is obtained from it by a braid relation not involving the position
kI, then kt+1 := kj.
(2) If il is transformed into il+1 by interchanging the indices i5I_1 = i, ik = k
or = i, i:I+1 = k where SiSk = SkSi, then set kt+l I= ki-1 respectively
k+1 := k, + 1.(3) If i'+1 is obtained from i' by replacing iI-2 = = j, kt = i by
j,i,j where sisjSi = sjsisj, then set k1+1 = ki - 1.(4) If i' + 1 is obtained from it by replacing = jii = ii ,+1 = j by
i,j,i then set kI+ 1 = ki + 1.
Note that by Remark 3.4 and the construction of the sequence we see that
HKi, knljij ,kj has complement in 'i,k of codimension > 2 in B*, for all j = 1,..., r.
We will also need
(3') If it+ 1 is obtained from it by replacing i, ik 1 = i by
j,i,j where sisjsi = sjSiSj, then set kt+ 1 = kt + 1.
(4') If it+ 1 is obtained from il by replacing Z,-1 = J, l = i, il+l = J by
i, j, i then set ki+ 1 = ki - 1.
Illustration:
(2) i k
X
ki
(3) i j i
jij
(4) j i j
ij i
(3') i j i
jij
(4') j i
i j
We will consider a particular sequence of reduced expressions of wo. Let I1
and 12 be two subsets of I such that I = Ii U 12 and if i,k E Ii for 1 = 1, 2,
then Sisk = SkSi. Let i and i' be the reduced expression of w0 of the form
i = (I1, 12 1, ,... ) and i' = (12, 1, 12, ... ). Recall that any reduced expression
sil si2 ... sin of w0 gives rise to a total ordering on the set of positive roots R+
by ain < Sioninl < iSi.Sin.- i._2 < ... < Si... Si 2ai. In [Ca] and [Co],
Carter (in type A) and Cockerton (in type D) show that i and i' induce opposite
orderings on R + . Therefore to get from one to the other every positive root
has to cross every other one. Furthermore, they construct a sequence of braid
relations transforming i into i' with the minimality property that, on the level
of orderings, any two positive roots that are not orthogonal to one another cross
precisely once. Let i = i1, i 2, . . . , i m = i' be this fixed sequence of reduced
expressions. We will write (al(1), al(2),..., ac(n)) for the positive roots ordered
according to il.
4.1 LEMMA. Suppose for ki = k E {1,...,n} there exists an h > k such that
ih = ik in the reduced expression i. Then the last element, kr, of the sequence
k 1,... , k, constructed from i = i, i2,..., im = i' by the rules (0),(1),(2),(3), and(4) above is a left initial position for ir
PROOF. Suppose indirectly that no kI is a left initial position of ii . So we
have a sequence (kl ... , kmn). For every ki define hl to be the minimal index
hi > kl such that ilh =1 in il. Then hi is obtained from h 1- 1 by the rules
(1),(2),(3') and (4') and is well defined for all l= 1,... , m by our assumption.
If in a reduced expression j we interchange two consecutive indices i, k in
positions p,p + 1 (where SiSk = sksi), then the ordering on R + corresponding
to the new reduced expression is obtained from the ordering corresponding to j
by interchanging the two (necessarily orthogonal) roots in positions p and p + 1.
If j' is obtained from j by replacing the indices i, j, i in positions p - 1, p, p + 1
by j,i,j (where sisjsi = sjsisj), then the ordering on R+ corresponding to j'
is obtained from the one corresponding to j by interchanging the (necessarily
non-orthogonal) roots in positions p - 1 and p + 1.
Therefore we have that at(ki) = at+l(kl+l) if kl+1 was obtained from ki
by rule (1) or (2). If on the other hand kt+ 1 was obtained from ki by rule (3)
or (4) then a'(ki) > ao+l(kl+i) in the ordering associated to il and at(kj) <
at+c(ki+1) in the ordering associated to i t+ 1 . The analogous statements with
reversed inequalities are true if kI and kI+ 1 are replaced by hi and hl+l. Using
the minimality property of the sequence i1 , .. , im (from [Ca] respectively [Co])
we can deduce that in the ordering associated to i
am(km) < ... < a2(k 2) < l(ki) < al(hl) < a2(h2) < ... < am(hmn).
But we still have km < hm, so am(km) < a m (hm) in the ordering associated to
i m . So we arrive at a contradiction, since the ordering associated to im = i' is
actually opposite to the one corresponding to i. O
4.2 LEMMA. V := B* - UiEZUi = niEz vi is a subvariety of B* of codimen-
sion > 2.
PROOF. It suffices to show that for any -i,k there is an i" z i such that
Hi,k n Vi,, has codimension > 2 in L*.
If for i = (il,... in) there is no h > k with ih = ik, then by Lemma 3.3 there
is nothing to prove for 7 i,k. So let k E {1,... n} be a position in i for which there
exists an h > k with ih = i k. Let k, be the left initial position in ir constructed
in Lemma 4.1. Then we take i" to be the reduced expression obtained from i'
by replacing the indices i, j, i in positions kr, k, + 1, k, + 2 by j, i, j. We have the
identity
sixj(a)xi(b) = xj(-ab)xi(-b - 1 )x j (ab)y i (b)ao (b- 1) for all a, b E R, b # 0,
where ac is again the coroot of ai. For a generic element B E 7 ir,k, this
equality and an argument as in Corollary 3.2 gives us that B E iUp. More
precisely, Hij,kr ]iVp, has codimension > 2 in B*. As a consequence of Remark
3.4, we have that Hi,k - (7 i1,kr, n l-i,k) has codimension > 2 in B*. Therefore
Hi,k ' iVp' also has codimension > 2 in B*. Ol
5. Proof of the proposition
Lemma 4.2 implies that the number of connected components of B* stays
the same if we remove V. So we need only count the number of connected
components of U := Ui-Z Ui. To each vertex (i, s), where i = (i l ,..., in) and
s = (Ul,... , Un), we assign the connected component of Ui defined by
Ui,s = {xil(al)... xi,(an) B-| Sign(ai) = ai}
If sisjsi = sjsisj, then for a, b, c E R with a + c # 0, the following relation holds
(see [Lu4]).
bc ab
xi(a)xj(b)xz(c) = xj a c) (a + c) ( aa+c a+c
Similarly, if siSk = SkSi, then for any a, b E R we have,
xi(a)zk(b) = zk(b)xj(a).
If i, i' E _ are related by a single braid relation, then it follows from the two iden-
tities above that Ui,s intersects Ui',,, precisely if (i, s) and (i', s') are connected
by an edge in 8.
Now let C be a connected component of the graph (T', E). By the above
considerations, all Ui,s with (i, s) E C lie in the same connected component U C
of U. So we have
U Ui,'s Uc.
(i,s)EC
It remains to show equality. Suppose they are not equal. Then we can find
(i',s') ý C such that Ui,,s, n U(i,s)EcUi,s $ 0. Let x E is' n UO(,s)EcUi,s. We
can choose x such that x E niEZ i. So for every i E I there is a unique s = si,x
such that x E Ui,s. Since x E U(i,s)ecl2i,s we have (i", sii,x) C C for some i".
But then, since any i E I2 is related to i" by a sequence of braid relations, we get
that all the vertices (i, si,x) must lie in C. So in particular (i', s') E C. O
REMARKS. The only place where the type A or D assumption is used is in
Lemma 4.1. There we need a certain minimal sequence of reduced expressions
which has only been constructed for those types. We conjecture that such a
sequence also exists for E6, E7 and Es. This could be checked by a machine.
The proof of the Proposition 2.1 given here would then also extend to the E-
series.
As a concluding remark, we note that in the A,-case, there is also a different
proof of Proposition 2.1 using the "Chamber Ansatz" of Berenstein, Fomin and
Zelevinsky ([BFZ]). Using their terminology, the proof goes as follows. We again
consider the maps qi. It is easily seen that the element B = x - B- for x E U+
lies in U1 precisely if AL(x) - 0 for all chamber sets L of i. To show that the
union of all 1i has codimension > 2 in B* we need to check that if L is an interior
chamber set for all reduced expressions of w0 , then AL is a principal flag minor
(in this case AL is nonzero on all x E U + with x - B- E B*). Suppose AL is
not principal, then there is an i E L such that i + 1 ý L. Let i' be a reduced
expression of w0 ending in si. For this reduced expression the pseudo-line i runs
above the pseudo-line i + 1 until the very last crossing. Therefore any interior
chamber set of i' containing i also must contain i + 1. So L is not an interior
chamber set of i'. In this way the key lemma, that the number of connected
components of B* coincides with the number of connected components of Uui,
is proved. The rest follows as in the general case.
________
CHAPTER 2
Intersections of Bruhat cells: general type
1. Introduction
Let G be a reductive, connected, linear algebraic group of over C, split over
R. As before, we fix an R-split maximal torus T in G and a pair of opposed
Borel subgroups, B+ and B-, containing T. The variety of all Borel subgroups
of G is denoted by B. The group G acts on B by conjugation, and we write x -B
for the conjugate of B E B by x E G. If w E W = Normalizer(T)/T, denote
by wb a representative of w in Normalizer(T). Let wo denote the longest element
of W. Let B* denote the open subvariety of B obtained by intersecting the two
opposed big cells:
B* = (B+bo B+ ) n (B-z 0o - B-) C B.
We identify G, B and all related varieties with their respective sets of R-rational
points.
Most of this chapter is devoted to the problem of computing the number of
connected components of the variety B* for general G. For G of types A and D
a combinatorial description was already given in the previous chapter, or [R2].
In type A this result was also found independently (and at the same time) by
B. Shapiro, M. Shapiro and Vainshtein in [SSV]. It is known that the number
of connected components of B* in types A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 is 2, 6, 20, and
52, respectively, see [SSV]. B. Shapiro, M. Shapiro and Vainshtein conjecture
furthermore that, for n > 4, the number of connected components of 8* for type
A, is given by the closed formula 2 3". We will show here that the number of
connected components of B* for types B 2 and G2 are 8, respectively 11.
There is also an interesting connection between the combinatorics of these
connected components and canonical bases. Lusztig showed in an appendix to
[R3] that the graph defined here is a quotient of the graph parameterizing the
canonical basis of the U--part of the quantized universal enveloping algebra of
Lie(G) (see [Lu6]).
I
We will begin this chapter by giving the definition of the graph for general
(including non-simply laced) G. After some preparations it is shown in Section 5
that the connected components of this graph parameterize the connected compo-
nents of B*. Our proof uses the 'Chamber Ansatz' of Berenstein and Zelevinsky
(and Fomin in type A) which was developed in [BZ] and [BFZ] to study param-
eterizations of totally positive matrices. In the original proof for types A and D
we did not use these results.
In Section 6 we study the more general intersections of (real) Bruhat cells
B-•b -B- n B'· -B'
where v, w E W and B' = it - B- for some u E W. We determine the Euler
characteristic for cohomology with compact support using the polynomial for
the number of Fq -valued points of the corresponding variety over Fq. In the
special case where u = w0 we recover the usual Euler characteristic, since these
varieties are smooth, ( by [KL], or explicitly [Lu7] ). The Euler characteristic of
B* in type G 2 comes out to be 12. Therefore not all connected components of B*
are contractible in this case. In type A for the special case of intersections of big
cells there is also a different description of the Euler characteristic for compactly
supported cohomology due to Shapiro and Vainshtein, see [SV].
2. A graph and two propositions
2.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE GRAPH. Denote by X the character group of T.
Let I be an indexing set for the set of simple roots {ai E I} C X (respectively
simple reflections {si i E I} C W), and let I be the set of reduced expressions of
wo0 . We abbreviate the reduced expression sisi2 ... sin of w0 by i = (il,...,i),
where n is the length of wo. We define a graph (1', S) as follows.
The set of vertices 27' is defined as I' = _ x {+, -}". For types A 2 and B 2,
let the graph be given by Figures 1 and 2. For G2 the edges of the graph are the
edges S' defined in 5.4.
In the rank > 2 case the edges of the graph are defined as follows. Two
vertices (i,s) and (i',s') are connected by an edge in E if one of the following
holds.
(1) i' is obtained from i = (i1,... ,i ) by interchanging two consecutive in-
dices ik,ik+1 (where SikSik+1 = sik+lsik), and s' is obtained from s by
interchanging the entries in positions k and k + 1.
(2) i' is obtained from i = (il,..., in) by replacing three consecutive indices
ik = i, ik+1 = j, ik+2 = i ( where sisjsi = sjsisj ) by j,i,j, and s' is
obtained from s by replacing the entries Uk, ck+1, 9k+2 of s in positions
k, k + 1 and k + 2 by o', a•_, 1 +2. And ((i,j,i), (uk,7k+1,9 k+2)) and
((j, ij), (ak, l,4 k+2)) are joined by an edge in the graph shown in
Figure 1.
(3) i' is obtained from i = (il,... ,i ) by replacing four consecutive indices
ik = Zi,k+1 = j,i k+2 = Zi,k+3 = j, where sisjsisj = sjsisjsi and aj
is shorter than ai, by j,i,j,i. Furthermore s' is obtained from s by
replacing the entries Uk, ak+l, 1k+2, Uk+3 of s in positions k, k + 1, k + 2
and k + 3 by a', a+ , a+2 +3, where ((i, j, i, j),(ak, k+1, ak+2, k+3))
and ((j, i, j,i), (ak,ak+l,a+ 2 ,a+ 3)) are joined by an edge in Figure 2.
(4) i' is obtained from i = (i 1 ,... ,in) by replacing four consecutive indices
ik = j,k+ = ik+2 = j,k+3 = i, where sis j sisj = sjsisjs, and aj
is shorter than ai, by i,j,i,j. Furthermore s' is obtained from s by
replacing the entries Uk, ak+1, ak+2, k+3 of s in positions k, k + 1, k + 2
and k + 3 by ,a +1 , a+2 a+3 , where ((j, i, j, i), (uk, ak+1, ak+2, ak+3))
and ((ijij),(+2 +3)) are joined by an edge in Figure 2.
2.2 PROPOSITION. The number of connected components of B* coincides
with the number of connected components of the graph (Z', 8).
2.3 PROPOSITION. If G is of type G2 , then B* has 11 connected components.
3. Charts on 13*
3.1. Let us fix a pinning (T,B+,B-,xzi,yi; i E I) of G. Here T,B+,B -
and I are as defined above. Also U + and U- are the unipotent radicals of B+
respectively B-. And the xz and yi are 1-parameter subgroups x i : I•-- U +
respectively yi : R --+ U- (see Chapter 1, Section 2). We identify 6* with
the subvariety of U + defined as UwO := U + n B-tzoB- via the identification
u U -B- from UwO --+ B*.
3.2. For every reduced expression i = (il,..., in) of wo we consider the map
i : (R*)n B*
(al,..., an) - xil(al)xi2(a2)... xin(an).
Restricted to (R>o)" these maps were shown by G. Lusztig to give parame-
terizations of the totally positive part U>+0 of U + , see [Lu4]. The same proof as
there also shows that €i is injective (on all of (R*)n). The €i do not provide a
parameterization of all of B*, since they fail to be surjective.
Let Ui := Image(ei), and 7-i := B* \ Ui.
3.3 MAIN LEMMA. The intersection iEZ Hi is a closed subvariety of codi-
mension > 2 in B*.
This lemma immediately implies the following corollary.
3.4 COROLLARY. The number of connected components of B* coincides with
the number of connected components of U.jZUi.
4. The 'Chamber Ansatz' - proof of the main lemma
To prove lemma 3.3 we must first introduce some new notation and recall
some results from [BZ].
4.1 CHAMBER WEIGHTS.
Let i = (il,...,in) be a reduced expression for wo. Then for every k =
1,... ,n denote w := sisi._-1 ... sik. Let {wili E I} be the set of fundamental
weights corresponding to the chosen system of simple roots.
Following [BZ] we associate to i the set El of "i-chamber weights" defined
as
Ei:= :{wik ik = 1,... n} U {w, wowi i E I}.
The weights wi and wowi, i E I, will be called exterior chamber weights. The
non exterior chamber weights in Ei will be called interior i-chamber weights. We
denote the set of interior i-chamber weights by EP.
The reduced expression i of w0 also gives rise to a total ordering <i on the
set of positive roots by a <i a2 <i ... <i a, where a Wk+lik (here we
set wn+1 :=1 W).
The following two lemmas follow from stronger results of Berenstein and
Zelevinsky [BZ, 2]. For the convenience of the reader we include short proofs of
the special cases that we will need. Let ( , ) be a W-invariant positive definite
bilinear form on X 0 IR.
4.2 LEMMA. Let 7 = ik. Ten
1. 7 = wow0 for some i = 1,..., n precisely if (7, a) = 0 for all positive roots
a <i a .
2. y = wi for some i = 1,... ,n precisely if (7, a) = 0 for all positive roots
a >i ak.
PROOF. (1) Suppose (y, a) = 0 for all a -= a, where k' = 1,...,k -1. That
is we have, for k' < k - 2,
O = (sim Ji Sim ... S•k ... k ) = ik'+ k-1. k •i).
Then ik-1 f ik; therefore siklWik = wik. So for k' = k - 2 we get (wik, ik-2) =
0. Therefore ik-2 ik and ik_2 k = w. By induction it follows that sik, Wk
Wik for all k' < k. Therefore 7 = wsik- 1  si k = W ik
The 'if' direction in (2) is proved completely analogously. The 'only if' in
both cases is a consequence of [BZ, 2.7]. O
4.3 LEMMA. Let 7 = WxkWik and a E R + such that (7, a) # 0. Then
a <i a•k
PROOF. (=>) Let a = a-, for k' < k. Then
(7, a) = (sim . Sik L Sim .k a k, ) = (ik 1 • k-1 • k'• 1 )
which is > 0 since sik-1 .. Sik,+laik, is a positive root.
(4=) Let a = ca, for k' > k. Then
(7, a) = (sim . Sik Lok .i k ,'+l ) =
= (sikI " ik •• k )= -(Wik i Si k',-1 ik,) < 0
since si. Si. ,_a.ik E R + . E1
4.4 THE CHAMBER ANSATZ.
In [BZ], Berenstein and Zelvinsky give an explicit formula for a rational
inverse to the maps R'i : n \ {0} -- B* of 3.2. To state it we will need the
following definitions.
Let 7 = w~kwik E Ei. Then 7 is an extremal weight in the irreducible
representation with highest weight wik , and
A'(ytlgt 2) = Wik (t1)7(t 2)A'(g) for all y E U-,g E G, tl,t2 c T
defines a regular function on G up to a scalar multiple. For the proper normal-
ization see [BZ, (6.6)]. In the special case 7 = wi the function L/' is given
on the open subset U-TU+ of G by AL'(ytx) = 7 (t), for y E U-, t E T and
X GU + .
These functions are then composed with a certain automorphism r,, 0 (de-
fined in [BZ, 5]) to give /Y := A• o 770. We will not require its definition here.
We make the observation that if 7 : 7', then A Z7'Y.
THEOREM (BERENSTEIN, ZELEVINSKY). The rational map i * R---- n
defined below is a left inverse to Oi, i.e. Oi o Oi is the identity on R n .
i(x) := (t ( x), t2 • ), .. (t•( ))
1 i
tk(where) (aI is the Caran matrix of G. -
where (aij)i,j is the Caftan matrix of G.
+-< (7, a) > 0.
4.5. Notice that the functions occurring in the denominator of Oi are pre-
cisely the ZA for the i-chamber weights y. It follows that, for H,, := {x E
U+ IY(x) = 0} n B*, we have
Hi = U H.
YE Ei
4.6 LEMMA. If y is an exterior chamber weight, then Af, and therefore also
An, is nonzero on all of B*.
PROOF. If 7 = wi for some i E I, then At = A-(1) = 1 on U+ , therefore
also on 3B*. Now we suppose y = wowi. Then there is representative w0o E G of
w0 such that A- = io0.Awi for the action of G given by g.A(x) = A(xg) (see
[BZ, (6.7)]). If x E B*, then for some x' E U+ we have Xwox' E B-. Therefore
At(x) = wbo.Aw'(x) = Awi(xb 'o) = A (xbox') € 0.
4.7 COROLLARY.
7 i = U H.
yE Eý
PROOF. This follows immediately from 4.5 and Lemma 4.6. OE
4.8 PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. Let i be an arbitrary reduced expression of wo
and 7 = wwik W Ej and a = a'. Then by lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we can choose two
positive roots a', a" such that a' <i a <i a" and (7, a') > 0 and (7, a") < 0.
Let i' be the reduced expression of w0o inducing an ordering opposite to <i on
R + , so that a" <i, a'. Then y is not an i'-chamber weight, since - = w,-'Wik,
would imply that a' <i, ai, <i, a" and give a contradiction to Lemma 4.3.
Therefore (nj13l 7j c Hi fn Hi has codimension > 2 in B*. FO
5. Proof of propositions 2.2 and 2.3
5.1 SOME IDENTITIES. Let a, b, c, d, e, f E R. We recall the following iden-
tities corresponding to braid relations in W.
(1) If SiSk = SkSi, then we have,
xz(a)xk(b) = zk(b)zx(a).
(2) If s i sjsi = sjsisj, then for a, b, c EJ R with a + c = 0, the following relation
holds (see [Lu4]).
xi(a)xj(b)xi(c) = x bc x (a+ c)x ab
a+c a+c)
(3) If sijssjsj = sjs isjsi and aj is shorter than ai, then whenever x,y below
are nonzero, the following relation holds (see [BZ, 3.1]).
xi(a)xj(b)xi(c)xj(d) = xj(d')xi(c')xj(b')xi(a')
abc 2 1 bc2d
where a b b' = c'= - d' bcy x y x
and x = a2b + d(a + c)2  y = ab + d(a + c).
(4) If sisjijsjsisj = sjsisjs isjsi and aj is shorter than ai, then, whenever
7rl, 7"2, 7 3 and 7r4 below are nonzero, we have (see [BZ, 3.1])
xi(a)xj(b)xi(c)xj(d)xi(e)xj(f) = xj(f')xi(e')xj(d')xi(c')xj (b')xi(a')
for
abc2 de b' 7r3 c 7r4
7r1  I 4  7r1 7 2
d' 2 3 , - bc 3 d2 e3 f
73 74 7r2 7 3
where
7r = abc2d + ab(c + e)2f + (a + c)de2
7r2 = a2 b2C3d + a2 b2(c + e) 3f + (a + C)2d 2e3f + abde2 f(3ac + 2c 2 + 2ce + 2ae)
3 = a3 b2 3d + a3 b2(c + e) 3f + (a + C)3d 2e3f + a2 bde2 f(3ac + 3c2 + 3ce + 2ae)
7r4= a2 b2C3 d(abc2 d + 2ab(c + e)3 f + (3ac + 3c2 + 3ce + 2ae)de2 f)+
f 2 (ab(c + e) 2 + (a + c)de2) 3 .
These formulas enable one to relate the maps ¢i of 3.2, for varying choice of
reduced expression i. We make note of a few symmetry properties of these qi.
In the following the notation is as in 3.2.
5.2 LEMMA. Let i = (il,. .. Zi) El be a reduced expression of wo .
(1) If xi, (a, a a2 ).. xj, (a,) = in (a') ... x 2 (a' )xi (a), then we also have
(a) zi, (-al)xi2(-a 2 )' . xin(-an) = xi (-a)in " (- )xil (-a ),
(b) x 1i1 2 (a'x(a'). Xi,(a)2) = xin(an). * xi2(a2)i (a).
(2) For (bl)tEI E R' we define an element x in U + as follows. Write ak' (see
4.1) in terms of simple roots, a4 = -leck,lal, and set bi := -•EICk,lbl E R.
Then
S:= xi ,(b n(b 2 ... i(bi
The element x is independent of the chosen reduced expression.
_I_ ~i
5.3 REMARK. (1) For type A 2 with simple roots {ai,aj}, 5.2.(2) gives rise
to the identity
xi(bi)xj(bi + bj)xi(bj) = xj(bj)xi(bi + bj)xj(bi).
(2) For type B 2 with simple roots {ai,aj}, where ai is the long root, 5.2.(2)
gives rise to the identity
xi(bi)xj(bi + bj)xi(bi + 2bj)xj(bj) = xj(bj)xi(bi + 2bj)xj(bi + b))xi(bi).
(3) Similarly for type G2 with simple roots {ai, aj}, and ai long, we get
xi(bi)xj(bi + bj)xi(2bi + 3bj)xj(bi + 2bj)xi(bi + 3bj)xj(bj) =
xj(bj)xz(bi + 3bj)xj(bi + 2bj)xi(2bi + 3bj)xj(bi + bj)xi(bi).
These formulas were also known independently to D. Peterson [P]. The elements
x defined in 5.2.(2) come up in his geometric model for equivariant cohomology
of the flag variety.
PROOF OF LEMMA 5.2. By the formulas in 5.1, the aý are obtained from the
ai by homogeneous rational functions of degree 1. Therefore (1.a) holds. (1.b)
follows by taking the inverse on both sides of the equation (1.a). To prove (2)
one verifies first the identity in 5.3.(1), which follows directly from 5.1.(2). This,
together with 5.1.(1) implies assertion (2) for all simply laced G. The non-simply
laced case follows from the simply laced one by standard arguments. EO
5.4 THE GRAPH (1', ').
For G of arbitrary type (including G2) we define a graph (1', 8') as follows.
For each vertex (i, s) C I' we associate an open cell Ui,, of U by
/i,s := {xi,(al) . . xi· Z(an)j ak E R* with Sign(ai) = i}.
Then two vertices (i,s) and (i',s') are connected by an edge in F' whenever i
and i' are related by a single braid relation and Ui,, and l4,,s, have nonempty
intersection.
5.5 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF (Z',I').
(1) If (i, s) and (i', s') lie in the same connected component of (I', S'), then so
do (i, -s) and (i', -s'), where -s and -s' are obtained from s and s', respectively,
by reversing all the signs. If (i, s) and (i', s') are connected by an edge, then so
are (i, -s) and (i', -s').
(2) If (i = (i ... in), s = (a 1 ... an)) and (i' = (i' ... i'),s' = (a . .a))
lie in the same connected component of (Z', S') then also ((in ... il), (an ... Ul))
and ((i' ... ii), (an... a')) do. If (i, s) and (i', s') are connected by an edge, then
((in .. . i1 ),(O n. ..o )) and ((i'x... i ), (ao,... oa )) are as well.
(3) We call a vertex (i, s), with s = (a 1 ,... , un), convex if it has the following
property: whenever ap = aq and a, + a = c, then also ar = Up = Uq. Define
u(a) for any positive root a by u(ak) := Uk. If (i,s) is convex, then so is
the vertex (i',s(i')) where s(i') = (a(a'),...,ua(a )), for any i' E 2'. All the
vertices (i', s(i')) lie in the same connected component of (1', S') as (i, s). They
are connected by an edge, if their first components are related to one another by
a single braid relation.
Here the statements (1) and (2) follow immediately from the identities in
5.2.(1). Statement (3) is shown as follows. Let R+(s) := {ail ak = +I U
{-ack ak = -}. Then we have R+(s) U -R+(s) = R, the set of all roots.
Furthermore, if (i, s) is convex, then for any a, / E R+(s) we also have a +3 PE
R+(s), whenever a + / is a root. Therefore R+(s) is a system of positive roots
and there exists an X E Lie(T) such that R+(s) = {a R I a(X) > 0}. Now
we set bi := ai(X), for all i E I, and apply 5.2.(2) to finish the proof.
5.6 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2. The general idea of the proof is the same
as before, in Section 5 of Chapter 1 (or [R2, 3.8]). By Corollary 3.4, to compute
the number of connected components of 8* for any type, we need only find the
number of connected components of U := UiEz Ui. These are parameterized
by the graph (2', 8'): Clearly, if two vertices (i, s) and (i', s') lie in the same
connected component of (1', 8'), then the corresponding open cells Ui,s and Upi,s'
lie in the same connected component of U. We also know that the converse holds
(see Chapter 1, Section 5).
To check for types A, B, C, D, E and F that the graph (7', 8') of 5.4 coincides
with (1', 8), the graph defined in 2.1, we use the identities in 5.1. By 5.1.(1) we
see that, for i and i' related by commuting two consecutive entries, the edges of
(7', 8') coincide with the ones of (I', E) defined in 2.1.(1). Similarly 5.2.(2) gives
rise to the rule 2.1.(2) for determining edges in S'. All this is as in Chapter 1
and concludes the proof of the simply laced case. It remains now to show that
the graph (Z', S') for B 2 is as shown in Figure 2.
Let G be of type B 2 with simple roots {ai, aj}, where ai is the long simple
root. We have two reduced expressions for wo, that is i := (i, j, i,j) and i' =
(j,i,j,i). By the +/- symmetry of 5.5.(1) we need only determine the edges
which have one of the following vertices as their endpoint:
(1) (i, + + ++) (2) (i, + - -) (3) (i,- + ++) (4) (i,+ + -+)
(5) (i, + - ++) (6) (i, -+) (7) (i,- + +-) (8) (i, + +--)
This is done case by case using the formulas and the notation of 5.1.(3):
(1) If a,..., d in 5.1.(3) are all positive, then so are a',..., d'. Therefore the
only vertex (i, + + ++) is joined to is (i', + + ++).
(2) If b, d < 0 while a, c > 0, then we must have x, y < 0. Computing the
signs of d', c', b', a' gives that (i, + - +-) is joined to (i', - + -+), and
no other vertex.
(3) Here b, c, d > 0 implies x > 0, but y could be either positive or negative.
Therefore (i, - + ++) is joined to exactly two other vertices. They are
(i', + +-) and (i', + - ++).
(4) Here a, b, d > 0 implies x > 0, but y could be either positive or negative.
Therefore (i, + + -+) is joined to exactly two other vertices. They are
again (i', + + -) and (i', + - ++).
(5) In this case, x and y could both be either positive or negative. Since
a, c, d > 0, we have
-da < -d <0.
therefore there are 3 cases to consider.
(5a) If b < -d( -(-) 2 , then x, y < 0 and we get an edge joining
(i, + - ++) with (i', + + -+).
(5b) If -d (a+c) 2 < b < -d (a+c), then x > 0, y < 0 and we get an
edge joining (i, + - ++) with (i', - - ++).
(5c) If-d (a+c) < b < 0, then x, y > 0, and we get an edge joining
(i, + - ++) with (i',- + +-).
(6) In this case, x and y could again both be either positive or negative.
Since a, c < 0, d > 0, we have
-da+ < -d < 0
a a
giving rise to the same 3 cases for b as in (5).
(6a) If b < -d (~-)2, then x < 0, y > 0, and we get an edge joining
(i, + - ++) with (i',+ - -- ).
(6b) If -d (a) 2 < b < -d (-a+), then x > 0, y > 0 and we get an
edge joining (i, + - ++) with (i', - + +-).
(6c) If -d(a+-) < b < 0, then x > 0, y < 0, and we get an edge
joining (i, + - ++) with (i', - - ++).
(7) If a + c < 0, then we have
0 < -d a ) < -d a+ .
a a
This gives three possibilities for b, by which either, x < 0, y > 0, or both
x,y > 0, or x > 0, y < 0.
If a + c > O, then
-d(a+ < 0<-d a+c
a a) (
Therefore we can also have both x, y < 0.
We get a total of four edges joining (i, - + +-) with, in the order
of the cases enumerated above, (i',+ - -- ) (i', - + +-), (i', - - ++),
respectively (i', + + -+).
(8) For the final vertex (i, + + -- ) we employ the symmetries from 5.5. By
5.5.(2) and the above points (5), (6) and (7) we see that (i, + + -- )
is joined by an edge to (i', ++ ,-), (i'- + +-) and (i',+ - -- ),
respectively. It follows from 5.5.(3) that (i, + + -- ) is also joined to
(i', - - ++). Note that there can be at most four edges starting at one
vertex, since the signs of x and y completely determine the endpoint.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.1. O
5.7 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be of type G2. We determine
the connected components of the graph (7', ') for G (defined in 5.4) without
actually determining all the edges, as follows. Let G be a split reductive linear
algebraic group of type B 3 with pinning (T, B+/B-; i, i, i E i). We label the
Dynkin diagram of B3 with I = {j, i 1, i 2} by
1 1i2
0- O0< O
Then in G we get the identity
i, (a) -i,(a)iZ(b)ii, (c)4 2 (c)Zi( (d).il (e)i 2 (e)ý2j(f)
xj(f')i•, ( (e')i, e')yj(d')i (c')ii (c') y(b')i (a')ii2 (a')
for a, b, c, d, e, f, a', b', c', d', e', f' as in 5.1.(4).
Let (1', 5) be the graph for G defined in 2.1. We associate to a vertex
(i, s) E I' a vertex (i, s) E I' as follows. If i = (i, j, i, j, i,j) and s = (aU,...,a ),
then set i = (il,i 2,j,i 1,i 2,j,i 1,i 2,j) and s = (al,al, 2, 33,a3, r4, 5s, 5s, a6).
If i' = (j,i,j,i,j,i) and s' = (a',...,a6) then correspondingly we set 1:=
(j, ili2,jiz1, , i2,z1 2) and s' := (or',or, o,r/, Cr,,~0 , o ,/ o , 1).
For i and i' as above fix a sequence of reduced expressions i = i1,1 i,.*.. = '
such that each is related to the previous one by a single braid relation. If (i, s)
and (i', s') are connected by an edge in E' then this gives rise to a sequence of
edges
(i, g) -- (il, s) -1 (i2, S2) . . (Im, Sn) -- (itS1)
in S. We take such a sequence to define an edge between (i, s) and (i', s') in a
new set S" of edges for G2 . The proof then proceeds by computing all the edges
in E" using the combinatorial description available in the B 3 -case. We carried
this out using Mathematica, though it could also be done by hand given enough
patience. The resulting partition of I' into connected components with respect
to C" is shown in Figure 3. It remains to show that if two vertices of I' lie in
the same connected component of the above partition then there is a sequence
of edges in S' that will join them. This was shown by plugging in real num-
bers for a, b, c, d, e, f in 5.1.(4) and determining the signs of the corresponding
f', e', d', c', b', a' to prove the existence of one edge at a time, until enough edges
were verified to make each one of the components of the partition connected in
(T', C'). The Mathematica code used for the calculations outlined above is given
in an appendix to this thesis. LO
5.8 REMARK. Certain of the connected components in Figure 3 can of course
be understood much more easily. The first four, containing only two vertices
each, can be verified directly from the formula 5.1.(4). Also we see the action
of the symmetries discussed in 5.5 on the connected components. The +/-
symmetry of 5.5.(1) flips the two columns on the left-hand side with those on
the right-hand side. The symmetry from 5.5.(2) switches the top two connected
components on the second page of Figure 3 (fixed under +/-), but preserves
all others. Finally, we note that none of the vertices in the top two connected
components on the second page of Figure 3 are convex. Indeed, by 5.5.(3), a
convex vertex would necessarily lie in the same connected component as the
vertex with the opposite reduced expression and the inverse ordering of signs.
There is one remarkable connected component in the G2 case, the 'largest'
one at the bottom of Figure 3, that is invariant under all the symmetries of
5.5. We conjecture that the corresponding connected component of B* has Eu-
ler characteristic 2, and that all the other connected components have Euler
characteristic 1.
6. Euler characteristics of intersections of Bruhat cells
Let k = F-, the algebraic closure of the finite field with q elements. Let g be
the connected reductive linear algebraic group over k split over IFq with the same
root datum as G. Let 1 denote the set of all Borel subgroups of g. We fix a
Borel subgroup B- in B(Fq) containing a split maximal torus T. We identify the
Weyl group of ! with the Weyl group W of G. Denote by f : W -- N the length
function of W. For w E W we write B 1 w B 2 for two Borel subgroups B 1 and
B 2 of G respectively g, if (B 1, B 2 ) is G-conjugate to (B-, tb B-), respectively
G-conjugate to (B-, tzb B-).
For u, v,w E W consider the subsets B(u, v, w) : B E B B- -  B -v +
u. B-} of B, and B(u,v,w) := {B E BIB- --- B -+ u B-} of the real
flag variety B. By [KL, Appendix], there is a unique polynomial cu,, which
evaluates at q to the number of Fqq-valued points in 1(u, v, w).
6.1 PROPOSITION. (1) The Euler characteristic Xc for cohomology with com-
pact support of B(u, v, w) is computed by
Xc(3(u, v, w)) = cv",(-1 ) .
(2) The usual Euler characteristic X of B(wo, v, w), where wow - 1 < v, is given
by the formula
X(B(wo, v, w)) = (_l)e(v)+e(w)-e(wo0)cwo(-l)
.
By an easy computation and comparison with Proposition 2.2 we get the
following.
6.2 COROLLARY. For G type G2 the variety 13* has Euler characteristic 12.
Its connected components are not all contractible.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.1. If wow - 1 < v, then B(wo, v, w) is smooth of
dimension f(v) + 1(w) - f (wo), by [Lu7] and also [KL]. Otherwise B(wo, v, w)
is empty. Therefore (2) follows from (1) by Poincar6 duality. We prove (1)
recursively following the proof in [KL] that the cu,, are the structure constants
of the Hecke algebra. (1) can also be understood in terms of the decomposition
of B(wo, v, w) of Deodhar, generalized to 1(u, v, w) by Curtis, see [D] and [Cu].
Suppose s is a simple reflection such that f(vs) = 1(v) - 1 and f(sw) =
f(w) + 1. Then 3(u, vs, sw) " 3(u, v, w) and cu,,,, = c",,. Now suppose we
have a simple reflection s such that f(vs) = f(v) + 1 and f (sw) = f(w) + 1. Then
B 1B(u, vs, sw) uniquely determines two Borel subgroups B', B" 13 by
B- 4 B' AB -+ B"--u. B-.
Therefore B(u, vs, sw) decomposes into U := {B E B(u, vs, sw)jB' 7 B"} and
V := {B E B(u, vs, sw)jB' = B"}. We have pi : 8 B(u, vs, w) and p2 : V --+
B(u, v, w) via B H B'. The fibers of pi are isomorphic to R* and the fibers
of p2 to IR. In fact, both are trivial bundles since they extend to Bruhat cells
containing the respective base spaces. Using the additivity property of the Euler
characteristic for compactly supported cohomology and the above fibrations pl
and p2 we get
Xc(B(u, vs, sw)) = X,(U) + x,(V) = -2Xc(B(u, vs, w)) - Xc(B(u, v, w))
On the other hand, from the relations of the Hecke algebra H, we see that
c = (q - 1) cs,,, + q c . Therefore
c ,sw(-1) = -2c,(-1) - c (-1).
So the cu,,(-l) and the Xc(B(u, v, w)) satisfy the same recursion relations. It
remains to check that they coincide on their starting values, that is for (u, v, w)
with f(vw) = £(v) + f(w). In this case B(u, v, w) and B(u, v, w)(Fq) are either
empty, if u 7 vw, or consist of exactly one point, if u = vw. This completes the
proof. O
CHAPTER 3
The infinitesimal cone of the
totally nonnegative semigroup
1. Introduction
In this chapter we study the infinitesimal generators of the totally nonnegative
submonoid of a reductive linear algebraic group. Classically, for GL,IR, the totally
nonnegative submonoid is the semigroup consisting of the matrices in GL,RI all of
whose minors are nonnegative. Corresponding to it, there is a cone in g[lIR, the
"infinitesimal semigroup", studied by Loewner in [Loe]. It consists of all matrices
with arbitrary entries along the diagonal, nonnegative entries next to the diagonal,
and zeros everywhere else. Loewner showed that X lies in this cone if and only if
exp(tX) lies in the totally positive semigroup for all t > 0. Loewner also pointed
out that, as a consequence of a theorem of Whitney's, the exponential image of the
infinitesimal semigroup generates the totally positive semigroup.
Let G be an arbitrary complex reductive linear algebraic group split over R.
We will start by recalling Lusztig's definitions of the totally nonnegative submonoid
G>o of G, and of a cone g>o in g = Lie(G). These definitions give both G>o and
P>o in terms of a set of generators. The aim of this paper is to extend Loewner's
result relating G>0o and g>0 to this more general setting. This is partially done in
[Lu4] where it is shown that if X E g>o then exp X lies in G> 0o. To complete the
picture we show (Proposition 2.1) that if exp(tX) lies in G>0o for all t > 0, then X
must lie in P>o.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 in the classical case ([Loe]) uses the definition of
G>o in terms of inequalities, rather than by generators. For arbitrary semisimple,
simply laced G there is also a characterization of G>o by inequalities, arising from
the positivity property of Lusztig's canonical basis (see Theorem 3.1, shown by
Lusztig in [Lu4], for a stronger version, see [Lu5]). We make use of these inequal-
ities to prove Proposition 2.1 in the simple, simply laced case. The general case
then follows by standard arguments.
2. Statement of the proposition
Let G be a complex reductive linear algebraic group split over R. We will
identify any algebraic variety defined over R with its R-rational points. Fix a
maximal torus T C G that is split over R, and let B+ be a Borel subgroup containing
T. We denote the set of simple roots corresponding to B+ by II = {adli E I},
and the set of (positive) roots by R (respectively R+). Let XV(T) denote the
group of cocharacters X : R* -* T. For any root a, denote its coroot by a'. Let
(T, B+, B-,xi, yi;i E I) be a pinning of G (see Chapter 1, Section 3). So B- is a
Borel subgroup containing T opposed to B+. And the xi and yi are embeddings
xi : - U+ and y, : R -- U- into the unipotent radicals U+ and U- of B + ,
respectively B-.
The totally nonnegative submonoid G> 0 of G is then defined (in [Lu4, p.535])
to be the semigroup with identity generated by the elements {xi(a), yi(a), x(b) a E
R>o, b E R>o, i E I, X E XV(T)}.
Let dxi, dyi be the derivatives of xi, yi at zero. Lusztig defines in [Lu4, p.549]
a cone in g := Lie(G) as follows:
_>0 := {t + -(aidxi + bidyi)l t E Lie(T), a;, bi > 0}.
iEI
We propose to show
PROPOSITION 2.1. If X E g satisfies
(*) exp(tX) E G>o for t > 0
then X lies in g>o.
The converse, X G 9>o implies (*), was shown by Lusztig in [Lu4].
3. Connections with Lusztig's canonical basis
In the following assume G semisimple and of simply laced type. Let U denote
the universal enveloping algebra of g. Corresponding to the chosen pinning there
is a set of Chevalley generators of U given by Ei := dxz and Fi := dyi (here g is
considered a subset of U). Let U- be the subalgebra of U generated by the elements
Fi (i E I). Denote by B- the basis of U- obtained from Lusztig's canonical basis
[Lu2] of the corresponding quantized universal enveloping algebra by specializing
at v = 1 and extending scalars from Q to C.
Consider a finite dimensional, irreducible, algebraic representation V of G over
C and the corresponding representation of U on V. Let B•(77) denote Lusztig's
canonical basis of V arising from applying the elements of B- to a chosen highest
weight vector .q. In relation to G> 0 , the basis Irl() has the following positivity
property (see [Lu4, Proposition 3.2]).
THEOREM 3.1(Lusztig). Let g E G>0o. Then the matrix entries of g: V -+ V
with respect to ]B(qr) are nonnegative real numbers.
This property will be central to our proof of Proposition 2.1. It has the following
consequence.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose X satisfies property (*) of Proposition 2.1 and B is a
basis of V such that G>o acts on V by matrices with nonnegative real entries with
respect to B. Then for any b,b' E B with b : b', the coefficient of b' in X.b is
nonnegative.
PROOF. Let ( , ) be an inner product making 1B orthonormal. By our assump-
tions, we have
(exp(tX).b, b') > 0 V t > 0.
At t = 0 the above becomes an equality ( note that b : b' ). Therefore taking the
derivative at zero gives
(X.b, b') > 0. LO
3.3. CANONICAL BASIS OF THE ADJOINT REPRESENTATION.
Suppose G is simple. We consider the adjoint representation V = g. Let
B = {X, ti a E R, i E I} be a basis of V such that, as in [Lul, p. 25 9 ],
X+,i a + ai E R
Ei.Xa ti a + ai = 0
0 otherwise
Xa-f a - a i E R
Fi.Xa = ti a - ai = 0
0 otherwise
Ei.tj 2X i = j- (, ) X2Xaii
Fi.tj = -- (ai, a•Yj
V ) X-o, i j
2X- i  i = J.
Lusztig has pointed out that B coincides with the canonical basis BI(X,, ) of g
corresponding to highest weight vector X,, (if a0o is the highest root). This can be
proved as follows. To check that X. lies in B(X,, ) note that a is conjugate to ao
by some element of the Weyl group. Then [Lu3, 28.1.4] gives an explicit formula
for the canonical basis element of weight a and it is seen to coincide with X,. To
show that the ti lie in B(Xao) pick an element b of the canonical basis of U- such
that Xi = b.X,,. It follows that b ' Fi.U-. Now applying [Lu3, 14.3.2(c)] and
the positivity property of the canonical basis of U- we find that
Fi.b = b' + elements in Fi2.U - ,
where b' E U- is again an element of the canonical basis. Then we see that
ti = Fi.Xi = Fi.b.Xao = b'.Xao + 0.
Therefore ti lies in B(X 0,,) and the proof is complete.
We note that, following [Lu4, Proof of Proposition 3.2], one can also show
directly that B has the property of Theorem 3.1, i.e. that for all g E G>0o the matrix
entries of g : V -- V with respect to B lie in R> 0 . In fact, this property need only
be checked for the generators exp(aEi),exp(aFi), and X(b) ( a E IR>o, b E R> 0 )
of G>0 , where it can be deduced from the observation that the Ei and Fi act by
matrices with nonnegative entries with respect to B.
4. Proof of Proposition 2.1
Assume first that G is simple, as above, and consider the basis of the adjoint
representation from 3.3. We choose an element i0o I and rescale the basis such
that Xio = dxio. The resulting basis is the canonical basis for the rescaled highest
weight vector and is again denoted by B.
DEFINITION AND LEMMA 4.1. For i E I define ai E R by Xi = ridxz. Then
(1) Ui = +1
(2) ai alternates along edges of the Dynkin diagram.
PROOF. If i and j E I are connected by an edge, then
[X,, X] = [auidxi,Xj ] = a;+,j,
wherefore
[Xj ,X a] = -aiX;+ej = U-a[dxj,XC.
This implies X,, = -oidxj. So aj = -ai, and (2) follows. Since we have uio = 1,
assertion (1) also follows. O
REMARK 4.2. We recall the following two facts about irreducible, finite type,
simply laced root systems:
1. Let a! E R + . Either a is simple or there is a positive root a' and a simple
reflection si such that si.a' = a' + ai = a.
2. For any A = iel Aiai E R, the set of vertices Supp(A) := {i E I|\i : 0} is
connected in the Dynkin diagram.
4.3 LEMMA. Let a = EjEI njaj be a positive root of height m. Then
(**) [Xa,X-a] = (-1)m+1 E jnjtj.
jEl
PROOF. If ht(a) = 1, say a = ai, then
[Xa,X-a] = oiEi.X-ci = aiti.
We prove the general case by induction. Let ht(a) = m > 2.
a' E R + such that a = a' + ai = si.a for some i E I. Then
Using 4.2.1, pick
[Xe, X-_] = [Ei.Xcr,,X-c] = Ei.[X,,,X-,] - [Xo,,X-a,] =
= Ei.[XI, Fi.X-,] - [X,,,X-,&] = (EiFi - 1).[Xce,X, X-].
Denote by Ii the set of vertices j E I \ {i} adjacent to i in the Dynkin diagram. If
a' = T~ nr'aj, then
N ) - i, and nj = nj (j i).
Now (**) holds for a', by induction hypothesis. So, using the above identities and
Lemma 4.1,
[Xa, X-] = (EiF, - 1).(-1)m jn'tj =
jEI
= (-1)main'ti + (-1)m j ujn'(ti - tj) + (
jE I
= ((-1)m·oin' + (-1)m E
iEIi
jEi i
nj) ti
1)m 5 E ujn(O
j i U1{i
(-1)m+1 ~ jnltj = (--1)m+1 3 jnjtj.
j#i jEl
4.4 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X E g satisfy (*). Write
X = Aidxi + A-idyi +
iEI iEI
t E Lie(T).ER aX, + t,
caER\±Il
We must show that A 2i > 0 and pu = 0. To do this we use the positivity properties
of B established in 3.3.
1. [X, X-,] has Lie(T)-component Aiti. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, we have
Ai > 0. Similarly, considering the Lie(T)-component of [X, X",] gives that
A-i > 0.
2. Write a = Ej njaj. Consider [X, X-,]. Its Lie(T)-component is
where = 1 depending on the height of (Lemma 4.3). Choose vertices
where E = ±l depending on the height of a (Lemma 4.3). Choose vertices
i,j E Supp(a) adjacent in the Dynkin diagram (4.2.2).
(-1)m cT (:-
t j) =
- (-1)m ajntj =j#i
ni = YjiI
By Lemma 3.2,
ujn )ti
cpojnj > 0 and eCqlaini > 0. Since ai = -oj (Lemma 4.1), this implies
Pa = 0.
This proves the proposition in the simple, simply laced case. The more general
assertion of the proposition can be reduced to this special case by standard argu-
ments. Ol
REMARK 4,5. As was pointed out by the referee for the paper [R1], Proposition
2.1 can also be proved using the theory of Lie semigroups. Let U+ 0 and U>0 be
the submonoids of U + , respectively U-, generated by {xi(a)la E R>o, i E I},
respectively by {yi(a)|a E Ro>, i E I}. Correspondingly define u+o = R+dxi
in u + , and u>o = Zi~I R+dyi in u-. Then one can check that the conditions
for [HN, Proposition 1.43] with G = U:, W = u>0 and N = (U± , U±), are
satisfied. From that proposition it follows that uo is the tangent cone to U± 0.
This result together with [Lu4, Lemma 2.3(b)] suffices to prove that g>o is the
tangent cone of G> 0 .
CHAPTER 4
Total positivity for real flag varieties
One main feature of Lusztig's theory of total positivity is that while the
definitions of the totally positive parts of G and related varieties can be stated
in elementary ways, many of their properties are only shown using the deep pos-
itivity property of canonical bases. We will see an example of this phenomenon
here.
The first and main goal of this chapter is to give a natural algebraic cell
decomposition for the totally nonnegative part B>o = (3>o)- of a flag variety
B. This cell decomposition has been conjectured in [Lu4]. The idea behind it
is the following. By Proposition 8.12 in [Lu4], B>o is a connected component
of the intersection of two opposed big cells. Here we generalize this result by
identifying a 'totally positive' connected component in any intersection of two
opposed Bruhat cells and showing that it is a topological cell. These connected
components are then the cells in the proposed cell decomposition of B>o. In
particular, B>o becomes the (unique) open cell, and the 0-dimensional cells are
simply {tb B+} for Weyl group elements w. For general intersections of opposed
Bruhat cells it is not obvious that a positive part exists, that is, that their
intersection with B>o is nonempty. Showing this is in some sense the heart of
the proof, and is where we require the use of canonical bases (see Lemma 2.6).
This decomposition of B>0 also has a nice parameterization coming from
indexing the Bruhat cells and opposite Bruhat cells by Weyl group elements in an
appropriate way. Then pairs of opposed Bruhat cells with nonempty intersection
(of pure dimension C(w')-f (w)) are labeled precisely by pairs (w, w') with w < w'
(see [Lu7]).
The cell decomposition also generalizes naturally to partial flag varieties.
This is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we conjecture a characterization of
the cells in the B>o in terms of canonical bases (analogous to Lusztig's positivity
criterion for B>o). As a consequence we also conjecture that these positive cells
are connected components of thin Schubert cells.
Finally, in Section 5, we prove a generalization of Lusztig's positivity cri-
terion to the totally positive part of a partial flag variety. Lusztig conjectured
this result and gave a different proof yielding a slightly weakened version of it in
[Lu8].
1. Some preliminaries and a proposed cell decomposition
Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group split over IR with fixed pinning
(T, B+, B-, x, yi; i E I) (see Chapter 1, Section 2). In the following all varieties
will be identified with their R-valued points. Let B be the variety of all Borel
subgroups of G, and W = NG(T) denote the Weyl group with longest element
wo E W. Let {si] i E I} be the set of simple reflections in W corresponding to
the pinning. Write C(w) for the length of w E W, and tb for a representative of
w in NG(T). We start by recalling some results of Lusztig's from [Lu4].
1.1 Total positivity in U-. Let U- and U + denote the unipotent radicals
of B- respectively B + .The totally nonnegative part U>0 of U- is the semigroup
generated by the set {yi(a)l a E R> 0 , i E I}. Analogously, U+o is the semigroup
generated by {xi(a)l a C IR>o, i E I}.
For every w C W with reduced expression w = sil . . . 8 ik consider the map
(R*)•k U-
(al,..., ak) - Yil (al) . yik (ak).
depending on i:= (il,..., ik) C Ik. The image of the connected component Rk 0
under this map clearly lies in U>0 . We denote it by U-(w). By [Lu4, 2.7] it
is independent of the choice of reduced expression i. In fact, U-(w) can also be
characterized as
U-(w) = B+ztB+ n U>0 .
In particular, the U-(w) form a cell decomposition of U>0 .
U;> [ U-(w).
wEW
For w = wo the component U-(wo) is itself a semigroup. It is called the 'totally
positive submonoid' of U- and denoted by U>0 . The closure of U> turns out
to coincide with U>0, (see [Lu4, 4.2]).
In all of the above, U- can be replaced by U + , with the yi's replaced by the
xi's. In this way U+o, U+o and the U+(w)'s are defined.
.. - -
1.2 Total positivity in B. We denote the action of g E G on B by
g : 8 --+ 3
B g - B,
where g - B stands for the conjugate Borel subgroup gBg- 1 .
The totally positive part B>o of the flag variety is then defined as the orbit
U> -B + of B + E B under conjugation by elements of U>0 . Lusztig showed in
[Lu4, 8.7] that
B>o = U 0 -B+ = U+0 -B-.
So the definition of B>o is symmetric in U + and U-. It is interesting to note that
the proof of this elementary statement actually already uses canonical bases, and
is therefore not at all elementary.
Finally, the totally nonnegative part B>0o of B defined to be the closure of
B>o in B. The proposed cell decomposition of B>0 comes from the two opposed
Bruhat decompositions of B. We will again sometimes use the notation
B- -B' for B,B'E E and wEW
if (B, B') is conjugate under G (acting diagonally) to the pair (B-, t -B-). Note
that our conventions differ from the ones in [Lu4] in this point. Let w, w' E W.
We use the following notation for Bruhat cells with respect to B- and B + ,
C,:={BI B- / B} = B ' B-
C+:={B IB + wow) BI = B$t - B-.
Note that C-, has dimension f(w') while C+ has codimension f(w) in B. The
intersection C-, nC + is nonempty precisely if w < w', in which case it is a smooth
variety of pure dimension f(w') - £(w). For a proof of this statement see [Lu7].
It can also be found implicitly in [KL].
We write
:= C n C
Our aim is to prove that lw,w';>o := Rw,w, n B>0 is a cell of dimension
e(w')-f(w). More precisely we propose that it is homeomorphic to RIow') -(w) by
a homeomorphism that extends to a (real) algebraic morphism (R*)e(w' ) - (w)
R,,,, (see Proposition 2.8). This was conjectured by Lusztig (see [Lu4, 8.15]
and also [Lu7]).
1.3 Key example. If w = 1 or if w' = wo in Rw,w, then the conjecture
follows directly from Lusztig's cell decomposition of U+o, respectively U 0 . In
that case
Ri,w,;>o = U+(w') -B-
Rw,wo;>o = U-(wwo) -B+.
The desired algebraic maps (R*)e(w') - 1i,w, and (R*) t (wo ) - t (w) - 'w,wo are
given by
(al,...,ak) ~ il(al)...xZik, (ak) B-
(b, ... , bm) yj, (b ) . . yijm (bm ) B +
where si, ... si = w' and s , ... sjm = wwo are reduced expressions.
2. Proof of the cell decomposition
The proof follows the recursive procedure for studying R,w,, of Kazhdan
and Lusztig, [KL], examining what happens to the positive part
For B E B, we will sometimes write B > 0 instead of B E B>o.
Let w, v E W with f(wv) = £(w) + f(v). Denote by
at every step.
and W"'" : C+ - C+,
the algebraic maps defined by
B- -- + Ob,v(B) -v B
-1
B+ qV"'"(B) -- B.
We start by computing w,,, in the key example.
2.1 LEMMA. Let w' E W, B E R•,w,;>o0, and v E W such that I(w'v)
£(w' ) - -(v). Then i,,,,v(B) Ri•,w,v;>o.
PROOF. By the key example, B = x -B- for some x C U+(w'). We write x
as xZ,(a)... xim(am) where al,...,am E R>o and si, ... sim = w' is a reduced
expression with sik+ . . sinm = v. Then w,v,v,(B) = xi, (al)... Xik (ak)
therefore lies in U+(w'v) -B- = Rl<wlv;>o.
B- and
El
To try to reduce the study of Rw,w,;>o to the key example Riz,w';>O, we con-
jugate by an element of U-(w- 1). Some elementary properties of the resulting
map are listed in Lemma 2.2.
2.2 LEMMA. Let w E W and y E U-(w-).
(a) If B E B3>
(b)
then y - B B>o.
Conjugation by y induces embeddings
C+ -+ C+, C - C,, andW 1 1 W W2Ul R 'W2, - •• R1,W,.
0W'V c,, V C c
(c) For B E C ,, with f(vw') = C(v) + f(w'), we have
tw/,v(y -B) = y - w,,v(B).
PROOF. Conjugation by y preserves U>o.B+ therefore also its closure, which
is 3>o. This implies (a). To see (b) note that y E B+zb-'B+. Hence if B E
C+ = B+zbzbo B + , then y - B E B + zb o B + = C+ . The remaining statements
in (b) follow since y E U-. Finally, recall that B- -~- i,,(B) -"- B, by
definition. Then conjugation by y gives B- -~ y. w,,v(B) v y B which
implies (c). O
In the next lemma we begin to study the maps qw,v and t"'V in general.
The proof of this lemma will no longer be elementary, in that we use Lusztig's
deep result about the symmetry of B>o with respect to B+ and B- to deduce
properties for qw5v.
2.3 LEMMA. Suppose v,w,w' E W, such that f(wv) = f(w) + £(v) and
e(w'v) = e(w') + f(v).
(a) Let B E C-,,. If B > O, then ,i,,v(B) > 0.
(b) Let B E C+. If B > 0, then "w'"(B) > 0.
(c) If w < w' then w,,v gives rise to an isomorphism : R"w,w,, -+ Rw,wi
that restricts to a bijection
>0 ": ~wv,w'v;> "-- Rw,w';>o0
PROOF. Note that statement (a) is true for B E Ri1,,v C CO,,, by Lemma
2.1. Now suppose B E Rw,w'v;>o where w 5 1. In that case consider the curve
Rl>o -+ U-(w-') given by
for some reduced expression sj s2 ... sj, of w- 1. By Lemma 2.2.(a) and (b) we
have y(t) - B E RZ,w,v;>o. Hence qw,,,(y(t) - B) > 0 and by continuity as t goes
to 0, also 4w,,,(B) > 0. This implies (a), since C,,V = Li, R,,,,,. Assertion (b)
follows by symmetry. Statement (c) is an immediate consequence of (a) and (b),
since the inverse of 0 is given by 0w'"vl ,w,. O
Let w < w' E W and s be a simple reflection such that w < ws and w's < w'.
By properties of the Bruhat decomposition, ws,s, restricts to
7r = 7rWws : 1w,' ---+ zww,• LiU RWS,W's.
In the following we study the behaviour of w,w,,,,, (denoted 7r if the w, w' and s
are clear from context) with respect to total positivity.
2.4 LEMMA. For w, w', s E W as above, the map 7r = 7rw,w,,s restricts to a
map
7>0 : Rw,w';>0 -+ )w,w's;>O.
PROOF. Suppose B is an element of Rw,w';>o. By Lemma 2.3.(a) we know
that B' := r(B) lies in B>o. It remains to show that B' lies in R.,ws, as
opposed to in R•,,wis. Choose some y E U-(w-'). Then by Lemma 2.2 we
have y - B' = y - w,i,,,(B) = Ow,,,,(y - B) and y - B E lli,w,;>o. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.1, y. B' E 7Zi,,s;>o. But this can only be the case if B' E Rw,w,,. If B'
were in Rws,w/, then we would have y -B' E R7,wI, which is a contradiction. O
2.5 Total positivity and canonical bases. We have not yet shown that
RW,W,;>o is nonempty. Our proof of this fact requires the deep positivity prop-
erties of Lusztig's canonical basis. Let p be the sum of all fundamental weights,
V the irreducible representation of G with highest weight p and ( E V a lowest
weight vector. Then Lusztig's canonical basis of the (quantized) universal en-
veloping algebra of U+ (with respect to the chosen pinning, or equivalently the
corresponding set of Chevalley generators) gives rise to a basis B of V uniquely
determined by the choice of ( (see [Lu3]). Using this basis, B>0 can be charac-
terized as follows.
THEOREM(LUSZTIG [Lu4, 8.17]). Let G be of simply laced type and B E 8.
Then B lies in B>0 if and only if the unique line in V stabilized by B is spanned
by a vector v E V>o = EbB R•>o b.
We apply this theorem in the proof of the next lemma to explicitly construct
elements in Rw,w;>o.
2.6 LEMMA. Let y E U-(w-1 ) and B C+ . If y -B E B>o, then B E B>o.
PROOF. Note that it suffices to prove this lemma for simply laced groups.
The non-simply laced case then follows by standard arguments (see [Lu4, 8.8]).
So we assume that G is simply laced.
C+ is decomposed as follows,
W1'>W
We prove the lemma stratum by stratum by induction on £(w') - f(w) (for all
w E W simultaneously). In the starting case of the induction a stratum consists
of just a single element, Rw,1 = {b - B-}. By [Lu4, 8.13], this element lies in
B>o, thus the statement of the lemma holds trivially.
Consider RZ,w, with w < w'. First we show that we can assume the existence
of a simple reflection s such that w < ws and w's < w'. Let v E W be maximal
such that f(wv) = C(w) + (v) and f(w'v) = f(w') + (v). We reduce the case B E
R,W,, to B' E Rwvv,wa,. Let B E R,w,, and y E U-(w- 1 ) such that y -B > 0.
Then B' := b,,,,(B) E R,,,,I, and y B' = 4~,,,(y B) > 0, by Lemmas 2.2 and
2.3. Choose y' E U-(v-'), so that y'y E U-(v-1w-'). Then also y'y - B' > 0.
Thus if the lemma holds for y'y E U-(v-lw- ') and B' E W,,,,I,, then by
Lemma 2.3.(c) it also holds for y E U-(w-') and B E  ,Z,,. Therefore we can
replace w, WI by wv, w'v. By construction, any simple reflection that increases
the length of this new w must decrease the length of the new w'. And such a
simple reflection exists, since w < w' < wo.
So we are reduced to considering strata Rw,w, C C+ for w, w' with a simple
reflection s such that w < ws and w's < w'. This is the case in which we can
apply the induction hypothesis. Consider the commutative diagram
SL 8 U Rw,wW18 Y RI ,w'L
where 7r and 7r are restrictions of ,1,s,s as before, and the horizontal maps refer
to conjugation by y. Suppose B E R,,,, and y G U-(w- ') such that y -B > 0.
Then y - 7r(B) = wri(y -B) and lies in RI,w's;>o, by Lemma 2.1. Thus, by the
induction hypothesis, ir(B) E Rw,w,,';>o (and since y takes 7,,,,I to Rs,,,,).
Consider the fibers F = -I'(7(B)) and F1 = ir 1(y - r(B)) and their non-
negative parts F>o := F n B>o and F1;>o := F1 nl 1>0. Then B is an element of
F such that y -B E Fi;>o. It remains to show that B > 0. This follows from the
following claim.
CLAIM. Let B' E Rw,w,';>o, and let F and F1 be the fibers r-1 (B'), re-
spectively 7r, 1(y -B'). The isomorphism y : F -- F1 given by conjugation with
y restricts to a bijection F>o - Fi;>o of the positive parts.
The proof of this claim uses the characterization of 3>o in terms of canonical
bases to construct F>o. Let g E B+zbB - n B-wtb'T such that g -B- = B'. We
apply g to the lowest weight ( of the p-representation. Since B' > 0 we can
assume, by Lusztig's theorem, that
g6E Z R>o b = V>o.
bEB
Now in explicit terms F = {gxi(a) -B-I a E R \ {0} } where s = si. To
determine which elements of F lie in F>0o we need to study the gxi(a).6 for
a E R*. Let ei be the Chevalley generator of the Lie algebra of U + such that
zi(a) = exp(aei). Then in the p-representation xi(a).6 = 6 + aci.E and ei.( E B
is the unique canonical basis element in the (-si.p)-weight space. We have
therefore g.(ei.-) = g9i.j for a suitable choice of si. It is easily verified that
gsi B- = qWS(g - B-) and thus lies in B3>o. So g.(eCi.) auV>o for some sign
a E {+1}. Therefore
g xi(a).> = g.6 + a g.(ei.6) lies in V>o whenever aa E R>o,
and the connected component
F0 := {g xi(a) - B-I ua E R>o} C F>o
of F lies in F>o. Now Fi;>o is indeed a connected component of Fi, as can
easily be computed using the key example. So its image under y-1 must in fact
coincide with Fo, and we get inclusions
y F>o C Fi;>o = y- F 0 C y -F>o.
Thus F>o = Fo, and conjugation by y induces a bijection F>o -+ Fi;>o. Li
2.7 LEMMA. Let w < w' E W and s be a simple reflection such that w < ws
and w's < w'. There exists a real algebraic map : w,w,s x R* --+ ,,,, that
restricts to a homeomorphism
>0 : Rw,w's;>0 x R>0 J zw,w';> 0
and such that the following diagram commutes
Rw',, ,x R*- '1ZW,,W
pr, 1  7r
Here pr1 is projection onto the first factor, 7r = 7r,,,w,, and t is the obvious
inclusion.
PROOF. First note that this statement is true for w = 1 by the key example.
Here we define 4 = 01 : 1,Z,,,, x R* -- R 1,,, by (x. -B-, a) - xxi(a) B-, where
x E U + n B-tb'iB- and s = si. It clearly has all the properties required in the
lemma.
__
Let y E U-(w-'). We consider the following commutative diagram, where
7r1 = 71,w',s and y stands for conjugation by y.
T2w,W1, x R* 7,w',,
y x id , 1 Y
Z1,,w's x R* - 1 Rl,w,
pr,1  1 771
(**) R• 1,w's  Rl,w's L Rs,w's
By the lower half of this diagram we see that the image of 1 := 41 o (y x id)
lies in frl-(y. = y. (7r'-1(R,,,I)) C y (, ). Therefore 4(B,a)
y-1 - (y -B, a) defines a real algebraic map : R,•,w,s x R* - ,,,w, with the
property 4 = y o 0.
Next we study the restriction of 4 to R'w,wis;>o x IR>o. Consider an element
(B, a) E R,,w's;>o x R>o. Then V(B, a) E Rw,w, and, by the properties of 1,
y -.(B, a) = 01l (y -B, a) lies in R1,w';>o. Therefore 0b(B, a) > 0, by Lemma 2.6.
Thus the restriction of b gives rise to a continuous map O>o : Rw,wis;>o x JR>o
R,,,w,;>o. Its inverse should be given by B' i-* (y-1 x id)(04-'(y -B')). The first
component of this map is just y-1 o a71 o y = w7 and the second component
equals to the second component of c1-1 o y. Thus by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2.(a),
>(B') := (y-' x id)('- 1(y -B')) lies in Rw,,,ws;>o x IR>o (for B' E Rw,w,;>o),
and 0>o is a homeomorphism.
It remains to note that the diagram (*) commutes. This follows since (*) can
be obtained from the lower half of the commutative diagram (**) by conjugating
all the maps by y-1 and restricting. E
2.8 PROPOSITION. Let w < w' E W and m := e(w') - e(w). Then there
exists a real algebraic map 7 : (R*) m --+R,,,, such that its restriction defines a
homeomorphism y>o : Im -- R-w,w;>o.
PROOF. Let v E W be of maximal length such that £(wv) = £(w) + e(v)
and £(w'v) = f(w') + f(v). By Lemma 2.2 it suffices to prove the proposition for
7,,,,,v. Thus it suffices to consider the case where we have a simple reflection
s such that w < ws and w's < w'.
The proposition is proved by induction on e(w') - C(w). For the start of
induction we can assume that w' = ws for some simple reflection s. In this case
Lemma 2.7 applies and (since lRw,w,, = R,,,w is a single point) gives the desired
map R* -* Rw,ws.
Now for general w < w' and s with w < ws and w's < w' we use the
algebraic map 7' : (IR*)m- 1 - Rw,,,w given by the induction hypothesis. The
map 7 : (R*) m --+ ZW,W,, is then defined as the composition
: (*)m (R*)m-1 x * 2 ,l s x * -$) •w,,,
with 0 as in Lemma 2.7. It is clearly algebraic and restricts to a homeomorphism
7>o = k>o o (7yo x id) : R0 - Rmo-1 x R>o 4w,w,;>o.
It remains to recall that all W-conjugates of B + lie in B> 0 , by [Lu4, 8.13].
Therefore R-w,w;>o = Rw,, = {tbi B-}. With this the proof of the cell decom-
position is complete. We also remark that for each w < w', the cell R,7,w,;>o is
a connected component of Rw,w,' (since it is open and closed in w,,,w,).
3. Generalization to partial flag varieties
For any subset J of I, let Wj be the subgroup of W generated by the simple
reflections {sj I j E J}. Then let P J denote the variety of all parabolic subgroups
of G conjugate to PJ := [] wj, B-zbB-. We write W J (respectively W,,a) for
the set of minimal (respectively maximal) length coset representatives of W/WJ .
Then >J0 is defined to be the image of B>o under the canonical projection
B --> PJ, and similarly for PJ>0.
3.1 DEFINITION. Let ZJ C WJm x Wj x WJ be the set of triples (w, v, w')
with the property that w < w'v. This set will serve as indexing set for the
proposed cell decomposition of PT•o.
3.2 LEMMA AND DEFINITION. For (w, v, w') Z JI let P,v•, C J be the
set of all P E PJ such that there exist Borel subgroups B', B" E P such that
B- _ ' B' -v B" w-iwo, B + .
This decomposition of PJ was introduced by Lusztig in [Lu8]. We have the
following maps,
wv-t,w'W-- V•2 w, vw'
obtained by restriction from the projection B --+ PJ. These maps are both bijec-
tive. The images of R,w,v;>o, respectively of RZ-1,w,;>o are equal and coincide
with P•w := PJ, nPw,v,w';>0 w ,V,W >0'
PROOF. Bijectivity follows from the fact that w' and wow lie in W J.Also
both Rl,,w'v;>o and R Iw-i,w';>o map to P ,w';>Io by the definitions. Con-
versely, if P E PJ,v,w';>o then there exists a B L3>0 such that B C P. Borel
subgroups B' and B" as in the definition of P~ ,, ,, can be obtained from B by
B' = qw,,x(B) and B" = 'y>y- W(B) for suitable x,y E W. Thus it follows by
Lemma 2.3 that B' E 7-w-1W,,;>o and B" E Rw,w,v;>o. Ol
We also analyze the image of RZu,u,;>o for general u, u' E W with u < u'.
3.3 LEMMA. Let w' E W J be the minimal coset representative for u'Wj,
and v' E Wj such that w'v' = u'. Similarly for u, let w E WJax be a maximal
coset representative for uWj and v" E Wj such that uv" = w. Then B -- pJ
restricts to a surjection
u,u';>0 + PJ,v,w';>0
where v = v' * v" (multiplication with respect to the semigroup structure on W
defined in [Lu4]).
PROOF. Let v' = sj, ... s jm be a reduced expression and B E Ru,u,;>o. By
recursively applying lemmas 2.3(c) and 2.4 we determine the relative position of
( •wlj ...- k-1,j k...•im (B), B ) for k = m to k = 1 to show that w,,v,i(B) lies in
R•wv-1,w,;>o. So we get a factorization
IZ ,u'/;>0 J•W ,v,w',;>0
OWI)VI,\
'1Zwv-1 ,w';>O0
From lemmas 2.3(c) and 2.7 it follows that ',,,,, : Ru,u,;>o R~,,-l~v,;>o is
surjective. So is the projection Rv-,w',;>o - P ,v,w';>o, by Lemma 3.2. Thus
this lemma is proved. O
Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 2.8 imply the following corollary.
3.4 COROLLARY. For (w, v, w') E J there is an algebraic map
(R*)e(W')+e(v)-f(W) ,' 'PJ,
which restricts to a homeomorphism
(R >O)t(w')÷ (v)--(w) --4 wJ I
The PJ,, 1;> 0 form a cell decomposition of PJo. l
We note that, by Lusztig [Lu8], P J,,,;>o is a connected component of
7 WIv,, as in the full flag variety case.
4. Thin Schubert cells and a conjecture
We assume in the following that G is of simply laced type. Let V = V(A) be
an irreducible representation with regular dominant highest weight A and fixed
lowest weight vector (. As in 2.5 we consider the canonical basis B, of V defined
by Lusztig. The positive cone V>o in V is again the interior of the half-cone
spanned by the basis BI. Lusztig showed in [Lu4] that a Borel subgroup B lies
in B>0 precisely if the line in V stabilized by B is spanned by a vector in V>o.
Consider the set of weights Pz<w,,, := ConvexHull({xwo.A I w < x < w'}).
We conjecture the following characterization for Rw,w,;>o in terms of V and its
canonical basis.
CONJECTURE (SIMPLY LACED CASE). B E B lies in Rw,w,;>o precisely if the
line in V stabilized by B is spanned by a vector v in
S yV,>o.
E P,<_ ,,A
Here Vv,>o denotes the interior of the half-cone spanned by the canonical basis
vectors in the weight space V,.
This conjecture generalizes Lusztig's characterization of B>o = IZ1,wo;>o.
We have also verified it in some special cases. For example it is true in the key
examples Ri,w;>o and Rw',wo,;>o
The conjecture also implies the following very nice (and completely elemen-
tary) property for the positive cells Rw,w';>o. Following [GS] we call the inter-
section of 1WI Bruhat cells (one with respect to each Borel subgroup wB-b - 1)
a thin Schubert cell. These give a finer decomposition of the flag variety. We
claim that if the conjecture holds for R1,w,;>o, then Rvw,w';>o is a connected
component of a thin Schubert cell.
For example in the special case of B>o (where the conjecture reduces to
Lusztig's positivity criterion) this is shown as follows. Let the 'thin big cell'
be the intersection of the IWI big cells corresponding to the Borel subgroups
wb - B-. We detect whether B lies in a given Bruhat cell by looking at the line
stabilized by B in the representation V above. Then g -B- lies in the thin big
cell precisely if all extremal weight space components of g.( are nonzero. This
is clearly satisfied if g - B- lies in B>o, by Lusztig's positivity criterion. The
proof that the conjecture implies Rlw,w;>o lies in a thin Schubert cell for general
w _< w' is entirely similar.
Is
5. The total positivity criterion for partial flag varieties
Let J be a subset of I, and PJ the variety of all parabolic subgroups of G
conjugate to PJ, as in Section 3. Furthermore let A be a dominant weight such
that (A, v) 0 precisely if i E I\ J. We say in this case that I \ J is the support
of A. As before, consider the canonical basis B'A of the irreducible representation
V = V(A) of G with highest weight A and given lowest weight vector (. Again
we write V>0 for the interior of the half-cone in V spanned by the vectors in IA,
and PV>0 for its image in the projective space PV of V. In this section we prove
the following generalization of Lusztig's positivity criterion.
5.1 PROPOSITION. Let P E P J and A E X + with support I \ J. Then
P E P>o precisely if the line Lp in V = V(A) stabilized by P is spanned by a
vector in V>o.
This generalization was proposed by Lusztig in [Lu8] and also proved there
under some special constraints on A. We give a different proof here which gives
the full result.
5.2 LEMMA. The variety Y := {P E pJ Lp E PV>o} is connected.
PROOF. The proof follows [Lu4, 8.17]. Choose P E Y and v E V>0 such
that Lp = (v). Let gr = exp(r Z-(ei+fi)) E G, where ei and fi are the Chevalley
generators related to our pinning by xi(a) = exp(aei) and yi(a) = exp(afi).
Then g, E G>o for r > 0 and gr.v E V>0 (by [Lu4]). This implies that gr P E Y
for all r > 0 (for r = 0 because go - P = P). Since gy = (g,)r and g9 E G>0
we have by the Perron eigenvector property [Lu4, 5.2] that limr• ogr.v =: v'
exists, lies in V>o, and is the unique positive eigenvector for the action of gl. This
implies that the sequence gr -P also converges, since the variety of all parabolics
in PJ which stabilize a given line is compact. Let P' := lim,_,,g, . P denote
the limit. Then we have that P' stabilizes (v'), and in particular P' E Y.
On the other hand, by [Lu4, 8.9], there is a unique B 1 E B>o containing
gl. The line stabilized by B 1 must lie in V>0 and be spanned by an eigenvector
of gl. Hence this line must be (v'). Therefore B 1 lies in P' and P' lies in 'PJ
Now the original P lies in the same connected component of Y as P', since
they are connected by a continuous curve in Y, namely t ý gt -P (for t E lE_>o).
This finishes the proof, since PoJ is a connected subvariety of Y. O
5.3 LEMMA.
(1) Y C U+ -PJ, and if u E U + such that u -PJ E Y, then u.- E V>o.,
(2) U+.( n V>o is connected.
(3) U+.( n V>o = u . .
PROOF. (1) Suppose P G Y and g E G such that P = g - PJ. Then
Lp = (g.() > 0 implies that g E U+PJ. Thus P = u - PJ for some u E U+ .
Furthermore, (u.ý) = Lp E PV>o implies that u.( E V>o (since u.( = (+ lower
weight terms).
(2) Let P(US+. n V>o) be the image of U+. n 17> -- + PV>0 . Then by (1)
we have
Y -+ P(U+.ý n V>0 ), P - Lp,
and this map is surjective. But Y is connected by Lemma 5.2. Hence P(U+.ý n
V>o) is also connected.
Now let UJ+  U+ be the subgroup generated by all xj(a) for a C IR and
j E J. Then U+ is the stabilizer subgroup of ý E V as well as of (E) E PV.
Thus the map U+.( - U+ . (() coming from the projection V \ {0} -- PV is
an isomorphism of U+-orbits. And it restricts to give a homeomorphism of the
positive parts, U+. n V>0 - P(U+. n V>0 ). Therefore U+.( n V>0 is connected.
(3) The inclusion U+0 . C U+. n 17>0 follows from [Lu4, 3.2]. By (2) it
suffices to show that U+0 .( is open and closed in U+.ý n V>o.
Consider the quotient map
: U+ -+ U+.ý.
Since U+ 0 is open in U+ , also its image U+0. is open in U+.&.
It remains to prove closedness of U+ 0 . in U+.( n V>o. Let wJ denote the
longest element in Wj. We have
U+ 0.ln U .= UoU6 .7 - (wo)f .UU+(wowo) U= . -
= U+(wo J). = _ U U(w..
wEW J
For w E W J it holds that U+(w). n V>o = 0, unless w = wowjo. Thus we have
U+ 0 . n U+.6 n V>0 = U+(wowo). = U+ 0 . and U+0.6 is closed in U+.6 n V>0.E1
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P E Y. Then by Lemma 5.3.(1), P =
u - PJ, for some u C U+ such that u.6 E V>o. By Lemma 5.3.(3), u.6 = u'.6 for
some u' C U+0 . Then we also have P = u'. PJ. Thus we see that Y = U+o PJ
which equals P> .0
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APPENDIX
Connected Components of B* in type G2.
For completeness we give here the Mathematica code used to find the con-
nected components of B* for type G2. We use notation from Chapter 2, 5.6.
1. Going from B 3 to G2
To begin with we define the following modules for manipulating sequences
of the form ( a1 ,... , n) E {±l}n .
1. The module twolink takes a list and an index p and interchanges the
entries in positions p and p + 1.
twobond[sign_List,p_] :=
Module [ },
a:=sign[ [p] ];
b:=sign[ [p+1] ];
aa=b;
bb=a;
ReplacePart[ReplacePart[sign,aa,p],bb,p+1]
1;
twolink[signs_List,p_] :=Union[Map[twobond[#,p]&,signs] ];
2. threelink[(al,... ,a n), p] outputs the list of all sequences (a,... , a. )
such that (i,j, i;O'p,,j,+,Upp+2 ) and (j, i, j; u', p+l,"p2) are connected
by an edge in Figure 1, and all other entries agree.
threebond [sign_List,p_] :=
Module [{a,b, c, rev)},
a: =sign [ [p] ;
b:=sign[ [p+1] ];
c:=sign[ [p+2] ];
neg=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[
ReplacePart[sign,-a,p],-b,p+l],-c,p+2];
rev=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart[sign,c,p]
,b,p+1], a,p+2];
negrev=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[
ReplacePart[sign,-c,p],-b,p+ll,-a,p+2];
Which [a==b==c, (sign),a==c, {neg),True, {rev, negrev} ]
1;
threelink[signs_List,p_]: =
Union[Flatten[Map[threebond[#,p]&,signs],1]];
3. ijfourlink[(ol,... , an),p] outputs the list of all sequences (a, . . . , 0)
such that (i,j,i,j; ap, Op+l, Up+ 2 , Up+3) and (j, i,j, i; o', a', O 2 , 4)
are connected by an edge in Figure 2, and all other entries agree.
ijfourbond[sign_List,p_]: =
Module [ a,b,c,d,sl,s2,s3,s4),
a:=sign[ p]];
b:=sign[[p+l]];
c:=sign[ [p+2]];
d:=sign[[p+3]];
neg=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[
ReplacePart[ReplacePart[sign,-a,p],-b,p+1],-c,p+2],-d,p+3];
rev=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[
ReplacePart[ReplacePart[sign,d,p],c,p+l] ,b,p+2],a,p+3];
dabc=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart
[sign,d,p],a,p+l] ,b,p+2],c,p+3];
bddb=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart
[sign,b,p],d,p+l],d,p+2],b,p+3];
bbdd=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart
[sign,b,p],b,p+ll],d,p+2],d,p+3];
bcdc=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart
[sign,b,p],c,p+l],d,p+2],c,p+3];
bada=ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart[ReplacePart
[sign,b,p],a,p+ll],d,p+2],a,p+3];
Which [a==b==c==d, {sign),
a==c && b==d, (neg),
b==c==d, {rev,dabc},
a==b==d, {rev,dabc),
a==b==c, (rev,bddb,bbdd),
a==c==d, {rev,bddb,bbdd),
a==b && c==d, {rev,bcdc,bada,dabc},
a==d && b==c, {rev,bcdc,bada,dabc)}]
3;
ijfourlink[signs_List,p_]: =
Union[Flatten[Map[ijfourbond[#,p]&,signs],i]];
4. jifourlink[(al,... ,a, ),p] outputs the list of all sequences (a,.... ,a)
such that (j, i, j, i; Cp , p+l , ap+2, Up+3) and (iZ, j, i, j; ap, p l, 0 p.12, 1 + p+4
are connected by an edge in Figure 2, and all other entries agree.
jifourbond[sign_List,p_]: =
Module[{},
r[l_List,q_] :=Module[{a,b,c,d},
b=l[[q+l]];
c=l [ [q+2]];
d=l [ [q+3]];
ReplacePart[ReplacePart[
ReplacePart [ReplacePart [1,d,q],.c, q+l1
,b,q+2],a,q+3] ];
Map[r[#,p]&,ijfourbond[r[sign,p],p]]
];
jifourlink[signs_List,p_] :=
Union[Flatten[Map[jifourbond[#,p]&,signs],1]];
Next we take a particular sequence of reduced expressions for the longest element
in B 3 going from i = (il, i2,j i, i 2,j, i1 , i2 , j) to i' = (j, 1i , 2 i1 i 2 ,j, i1, i 2) and
compute the corresponding set of edges 8", as defined in Chapter 2, 5.7. This is
done by the operation g2bonds which takes a sequence s = (ci,... , 9) E {il} 9
and outputs all s' = (c,...., a') such that (i, s) and (i',s') are connected by an
edge in 8".
b3bonds [signs_List] :=
threelink[ijfourlink[twolink [ijfourlink[threelink[twolink[
twolink[threelink[jifourlink[twolink[threelink[twolink[{signs)},],
2],71,4] ,7],6] ,3] ,4] , ] ,4]5] ,3]
g2test[sign_List] :=
If[sign[[2]] ==sign[
sign[[5]] ==sign[
sign[[8]] ==sign[
[3]] &&[6]] &&
[9] ,True,False]
g2bonds[sign_List] :=Module [{a),
a=Select[b3bonds[
(sign[ [1]],sign [1]],sign[[2]],sign[[3]],sign[ [3]],sign[ [4]],
sign[[5]] ,sgnn[[5]] ,sign[[6]]}],g2test];
Map[Part[#,{1,2,4,5,7,8}]&,a]
In this way we get the preliminary graph for G 2, whose connected components
are indicated in Figure 3. It remains to check that these components are also
connected in the graph (1', 8') for G2 (defined in Chapter 2, 5.4).
2. Edges of (1', 8') for G2
To compute edges in S' we first define the module ijtrans which takes a se-
quence of real numbers (a, b, c, d, e, f) and returns the sequence (f', e', d', c', b', a')
defined in Chapter 2, 5.1.(4).
ml[0]=a+c; m2[O]=c+e; m3[0]=d e ml + a b m2;
m4[0]=d eA2 ml + a b m2A2; m5[0]=a b c^2 d + f m4;
m6[0]=m5 ml + e f m4;
m7[O]=c d e ml+ a m3;
m8[O]=a b c m6 + e f m3 m7;
m9[0]=a^2 b c m6 + e f m7A2;
ml0[0]= m8 m6 - m5 m9;
tml=ml [0] ;tm2=m2 [0] ;
tm3=m3[0]/.{m2->m2 [0],ml->ml[0]);
tm4=m4[0] /. (m2->m2[0],ml->ml[0] };
tm5=m5[0] /. {m4->tm4);
tm6=m6[0] /.{m5->tm5,m4->tm4,ml->tml);
tm7=m7 [0] /. {ml->tml,m3->tm3);
tm8=m8[0]/. m6->tm6,m7->tm7,m3->tm3,m2->tm2,ml->tml);
tm9=m9[0] . {m6->tm6,m7->tm7, m3->tm3,m2->tm3,ml->tml);
tm10=m10[0]/.(m9->tm9, m8->tm8, m5->tm5, m6->tm6);
ff:=b c^3 dA2 e^3 f tml/tm9;
ee:=tm9/tm8;
dd:=tm8A3/(tm9 tmlO tml);
cc:=tml0/(tm8 tm5);
bb:=tm5A3 tml/tml0;
aa:=a b c^2 d e/tm5;
I
I
li
jitrans {z_,y_,x_,w_,v_,u_}] ={aa,bb,cc,dd,ee,ff)/. (a->u,b->v,c->w,d->x,e->y,f->z}
ijtrans [{u_,v_,w_,_, y_, z_}] :=(ff,ee,dd,cc,bb,aa)/. (a->u,b->v,c->w,d->x,e->y,f->z};
Two vertices (i, s) and (i', s') are connected by an edge in V' if we can find
nonzero real numbers (a, b, c, d, e, f) whose signs are given by the sequence s, such
that the sequence of signs of (f', e', d', c', b', a') coincides with s'. We only verify
enough edges to show that the components indicated in Figure 3 are actually
connected.
The connected component of (i, (+ - + - ++))
We see that the vertex (i, (+ - + - ++)) is connected to
1. (i',(+ + - + -+))
2. (i', (- - + + -+))
3. (i', (- + - - -+))
4. (i',(- +- + +-))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [1,-60,1,-60,1, 1)]
20 11 32955 122 4374 10
11' 13 ' 671 ' 117 ' 61 ' 9
ijtrans [(1,-60,1,-10,1, 1]
1-30, - 1715 164 4913 307-30 ' 82 '119' 82 ' 17
ijtrans[{1,-6,1,-7,1,1})
147 89 1134905 1093 16 21
445 ' 61 ' 97277 ' 122 ' 5465 ' 2
ijtrans [ {1,-1,, -1,-1, 1)} ]
1 13 400 19 25 1
26 ' 10 ' 247 ' 10 ' 38 ' 5}
We see that the vertex (i, (- - + +-)) is connected to
1. (i', (- - + + -+))
2. (i', - ---+))
3. (i', (- - - + -- ))
5. (i',(+ - - - -- ))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans[({-1,-1,-1,1,1,-1}]
1 5 18 1 9 1
10 ' 3' 5 ' 3' 2 ' 3
ijtrans [(-1,-2,-1, 1,1,-I)]
1 7 125 1 16
7' 5' 7 ' 10
ijtrans[(-1,-2,-5,1/2,1,-1)}
125 121 43904 191 16 25
{242 ' 56 23111' 56' 191' 4
ijtrans[{-1,-20,-5,1/2,1/2,,-1)]
625 184 226981 17513 300763 250
1 184 ' 61 ' 3222392 ' 4087 ' 17513 ' 67
ijtrans[ (-1,-30, -5,1/2,1/2,,-1)]
625 67 753571 1478 14739 125
134 ' 182 ' 49513 ' 1547 ' 739 ' 34
These edges together with the symmetry property in 5.5.(2) of Chapter 2
suffice to prove that the component is connected.
The connected component of (i, (+ + - + -+))
We see that the vertex (i, (- + - - -+)) is connected to
1. (i',(+ - + - ++))
2. (i', (+ - + + -- ))
4. (i', (+ + - - ))
5. (i',(- - + - -))
6. (i', (- - - + +-))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
1i 1 1
-, -2, -, -2, -4- 1
ijtrans [-1,1,-1,-2,-1,2)]
4 17 125 7 2
17 ' 5 ' 119 ' 5' 7'-1i
L
ijtrans[{-1,1,-1,-4,-1,4}]
16 13 175 1 100 1
91' 5 ' 13 ' 5' 7 5
ijtrans[{-1,1,-2,-2,-1,1/2)]
32 17
51 ' 3
81
5593 '
329
39
2197 16
1974 ' 13
ijtrans [{-1,2,-2,-2,--1,1/2)]
1 256
-4, 4 ' 43
43 125 8
20 ' 86 ' 5
ijtrans [{-2,2,-1,-2,-1,1/2}]
2 5 18
5 ' 3 ' 5 '
1 9 8
3' 2' 3
We see that the vertex (i, (- - + -- )) is connected to
1. (i', (- - - +-))
2. (i', (- + +- +-))
3. (i',(- - - - -+))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [-3,-1,-3,3,-i,-1}]
9 21 13718 1391 4913 27
14' 19 ' 9737 ' 323 ' 2782 ' 17
ijtrans[ ({-1,-,-8,5,-l,-I)]
800 949
949' 41
275684
88455341'
93209 357911 80
2911 ' 93209 ' 71
ijtrans [{-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1}]
1 1 1
4 -2, ', -2, 4 ' 14
These edges together with the symmetry property in 5.5.(2) of Chapter 2
suffice to prove that the component is connected.
The connected component of (i, (+ + + + -+))
We see that the vertex (i, (+ + + + -+)) is connected to
1. (i', (+ - - + +-))
2. (i',(- + + + +-))
3., i',(+ + + - +-))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [1,2,1,1,-1,1)]
1 5 16 1
S 5' 2 ' 5 ' 2
ijtrans [{1,2,2,1,-1, 1)]
16 29 79507 1085 2197 8
29 ' 43 ' 31465 ' 559 ' 1085 ' 13
ijtrans[{1,1,1,1,-1,1)}]
1 2 5 27 1
' 15 ' 3' 10 ' 3
We see that the vertex (i, (+ - + + ++)) is connected to
1. (i',(- + - + ++))
2. (i', (- + + - -+))
3. (i', (- + + + +-))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [{1,-1, 1,1,1,1)]
1 3 16 7 27 1
6 ' 2' 21' 6 ' 14 ' 3
ijtrans[{1,-1,1,1,2,1)]
2 7 16 1
7' 2' 7 ' 2'
ijtrans[{1,-1,1,1,4,1) ]
32 111 12167 127 54 2
111 ' 23 ' 14097 ' 69 ' 127 ' 3
These edges together with the +/- symmetry property in 5.5.(1) of Chapter
2 suffice to prove that the component is connected.
The connected component of (i, (+ + + - -- ))
We see that the vertex (i, (- - - + ++)) is connected to
1. (i',(- - - + ++))
2. (i',(- + + - ++))
3. (i',(+ - - -++))
4. (i', (-- + - -+))
5. (i', (- - + + +-))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [-2,-2,-1,1,1,1)1
2 1 1
ijtrans[{-1,-3,-1,1,1,1)]
3 2 1
2- 1, , -5, 10 ' 30
ijtrans [-3,-i,-3,1,1,1)]
1 21 2000 409 1331
14 ' 10 ' 2863 ' 110 ' 818'
ijtrans [(-1,-1,-1,1,1,2/5)]
2 13 125
1 13 ' 5 ' 221'
17
5 '
9
11
1
85 '
ijtrans[{-1,-1,-1,1,1,1}]
{ -2, 1, 2, , -1
We see that the vertex (i, (+ - - + -- )) is connected to
1. (i',(+ - + + -+))
2. (i', (- - + - -+))
3. (i', (+ + - - -+))
by evaluating ijtrans as follows.
ijtrans [2,-1,-1,3,-1,-2)]
1 23 16 3
299' 2 ' 23 ' 2
ijtrans[{1/10,-2,-1/2,4,-1,-9)]
72000 15457 550010851054
15457 ' 65030 ' 86091301153
5569729 48627125
4747190 ' 5569729
ijtrans [2,-1,-1,2,-1,-1)]
1 2 1
5'  35 ' ' 7' 2
9{
13' 13
4
365
These edges together with the +/- symmetry property in 5.5.(1) of Chapter
2 suffice to prove that the component is connected.
The remaining connected components can be obtained from the above ones
by one of the symmetry operations of Chapter 2, Section 5.5.
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